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FOREWRD 
The information presented in tbis docuaent may not be 
reproduced or pablished, in any part, without the written 
permission of the Dean of the College ot Business AdDlinistra-
tion, Boston UniTersity. 
Subsequent reference or use of intormation relating to 
any adaptations of STStems presented in this document, due 
to possible content being of a proprietary nature, may not 
be made without prior written approTal from the organisation 
releasing the material. 
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I IITRODUCTIOI 
The problem ot planning and executing programs with a high develop-
ment engineering content has increased by at least an order ot ten dur-
ing the last decade. The techniques ot Frederick W. Taylor and HeDr7 
L. Gantt, introduced during the earq part of the century, am used so 
successtull7 tor large-scale production operations, seem inappropriate 
in the cw.rrent age ot "massive engineering.,.! .There has been a growing 
interest within the decade, b7 the government agencies and industrial 
fil"'U working with or independentl.7 or these agencies, in the area of 
Advanced Jfa.Dagement Control S)'Stema and their applicabilit7 with the 
availabilit7 of the present large-scale computer a)'Stems. 
Managers and technical admdnistrators responsible tor the develop-
ment aa.d operation or large, complex weapons and space &)'Stems are con-
tinuously raced with the task of improving the returns from limited re-
sources expended tor the accompJiabment of their objectives. These man-
agers are now finding themselves V11ng to catch up with the scientists 
tor whom the7 should be setting the pace.2 Du.ring both the planning an 
execution phases ot complex projects, unagers must make choices with 
the recognition or the dJ,naaics and uncertainties involved among alter-
natives that are available. Maaagers are in need ot the type ot informa-
tion that provide on s)'Stematic basis, indications or the relative merit 
and impact or success of different mixes or the ingredients that influ-
ences success, including time, resource applications, and technolog. 
Managers need information tbat tarnishes a continuous, integrated assess-
ment of the plan, progress, and outlook tor on-going projects. Comput-
erised Advanced Management Control S7'8tems are a means to providing the 
1 
2 
goals being sought b7 these managers. The adyent ot the widel.T pab-
licised Program Evaluation Review Technique (PERT) developed tor the 
NaV7 tor the Polaris Missile STStem. The growing adaptation b;y pri-
yate industey ot the PERT SJStem within their organization in meeting 
contractual obligations with these ~ous government agencies. The 
yer;y recent decision ot the Air Force to discard their Program Evalua-
tion Procedure (PEP) and instead utilise the PERT S)"Stem tor all major 
procureaent and various USAF Misaile/Aircratt Programs, tend to lend 
additional support to the growing concern and interest in Computerised 
Advanced lfanagement Control SJBtema. 
In Februar;y 1958, an Operations Research Team composed of skilled 
protessioll&l people troll Boos, Allen and Hamilton, Lockheed's Missile 
and Space Division, and persoDI'lel troll the laV7's Special Projects Ottice 
began its ettorts to design a s78tem. tor program evaluation. PERT was 
the result ot this ettort and is wi.del;r considered a "management break-
through" for saving tiae and reaovces in the missile and space race. 
It is the first SJ8tea that has been dweloped tor the measurement ot 
Research and Developaent Progress. 
PERT STStem outpt.lts are tailorable to accoBBOdate the intol'll&tion 
needs ot different management lnels - the broader needs ot top manage-
ment and the more detailed needs ot technical administration staff. The 
integrated impact and significance ot different components and subsJSteas 
on high leyel objecti Yes are eaaiq reYealed. Interest in the PERT tech-
niques accelerated rapidl7 c:lllr1ng 1959 as inquiries about the SJ8tem lllll.-
tiplied. Such inquiries and interest were expressed b;r goYermaental and 
indutrial organisations around the world. The;y came troa sources 
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interested in possible applications or PERT not onl;r to Research and 
Developaent (RicD) projects but to construction, road-building, production, 
and health projects. 
1'ocla;r, the adoption or PERT is spreading in epidemic fashion. It 
is being used b;r increasing numbers or contractors tor the preparation 
and back-up of competitive proposals. Almost ever;r major compan;r has an-
nounced or has in preparation a version or PER! or Critical Path Method, 
maaagemeut techniques tor evaluating bow projects are meeting schedules. 
The PER'!' method of pl auning, checking 811d controlling business and scien-
tific projects now is being offered u a tree package b;r some computer 
ma.nuf'actvers to users or their equipaent. The PERT s)'Stem U.s demon-
strated the effectiveness or the manager-computer relationship which has 
become an iDcreasingl7 iaportant factor in the era or high-speed equipaent 
and planning. It not onl.7 establishes a discipline for plamrl.ng and 
scheduling but also supplies the control factor through periodic reporting 
on how schedules are being carried out, thus eaa.bling management to elim-
inate bottlenecks. 
It is the purpose of this research effort not onq to trace and dis-
cuss the developaent of Compa:t.erised Advanced Management Control SJStems, 
but to present how these s71Jtems are being aclapted b;r government agencies 
and private incluatrial org&Disatiou. The research effort will develop 
aad present information as follows: 
1. The basic concepts and metaodolog of PERT. 
2. PERT procedures, supporting mathematics, and coap~~ter programs. 
3. Aclaptation of the PERT S;ratem. 
4• Future of Compttterised AdYanced Management Control S;rstems. 
II THE .PERT SISTFX 
The Program. EYalution Review Technique (PERT) S7Stem is a manage-
ment control tool tor defining, integrating, and interrelating what must 
be done to accomplish prograa objectives on time. PERT is a statistical 
tecbDique - diagnostic and prognostic - tor quantifJing knowledge about 
the uncertainties faced in completing intellectul and ph7sical activi-
ties essential tor time17 achievaaent ot program deadlines. It is a tech-
nique tor tocusiDg management atteation on danger signals that require 
reaedial decisions, and on areas ot ettort tor which "trade-offs" in time, 
resources, or technical performance ~ improve the capacity to meet 
major deadlines.J 
Initiall.7, the s111tea was developed and applied to the Fleet 
Ballastic Missile (FBM) Program. The F1l( Program is composed or a series 
ot activities or tasks scheduled iD anticipated sequence culm:2nating in 
the attainment ot an operational weapon s78tem. FBM management has had 
well-planned reporting and eT&luation procedures tor some time. PERT 
extends the capabilit7 and builds on the tim, existent foundation ot the 
present. 
Basical!T, the PERT s7Btem C&D. provide the following miniJaum objec-
tives4: 
1. The Fostering of Inereased Orderliness and Consistencr in 
Pl!gp:2g apd Evaluation. Order and consistenc)" are basic req-
uisites of arr:r wrkable J~aD&gement s)'Btem. PERT prescribes a 
comprellensiw prodeclure which is applicable to all areas within 
a research and deTelopnent program. The &)"Stem can accoDIIlOdate 
4 
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activities that are principall7 or a production nature, as 
well as those more lU1preclictable activities inherent in re-
search and development. 
Ord.uliness and consistenc7 or approach enable PERT to 
achieve the saae aeanre or evaluation at both the SJ"Stem 
and component levels. However, orderliness, consistency, 
and. inclusiveness are not virtues in themselves. They are 
enabling devices upon which an evaluation system may be 
erected. 
2. The Providing of An A.lltomatic Mecbapiaa for the Identifi-
cation or Potential Trouble Spots in all Areas as a Result or a 
Failure in One Area. The PERT •JStem is designed. to automat-
icall7 identity trouble spots and inter the consequences or 
trouble. 
The PER'l' sm• laJ8 out a set or rules for such identi-
fication. The sole objective or these rules is to identity 
those activities in the. development that may be potentially 
troublesoae as seen at a given point in time. B7 minimising 
attention on the mass or activities that are or secondary im-
portance at the moment, the managers or the SJ8tem can concen-
trate upon those activities which most seriously jeopardize 
success toda7. 
A good evaluation •Jilt•, however, should do more than 
show the current relative importance or activities. A good 
system should be capable or further aiding the managers b7 
shold.ng them some important consequences or decisions that 
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the7 can make as the7 seek to prevent or offset potential 
trouble • 
.3. The Structuring ot a Method to Give Operational Flex-
ibility to the Program by Allowing tor Experimentation in 8; 
Simulated Sense. The consequence or a local decision on more 
remote events are difficult to quickl7 and accuratel7 visual-
ise. The PERT s78tem provides a vehicle to S78tematicall.7 ob-
serve 'he results of one or more decisions on the end objec-
tive. 
Once the technical manager has corroborated tbe tact of 
real trouble within a group of activities, he is raced with a 
group of alternating decisions. Any one or these options ma.7 
be ,capable of correctdng an undesirable situation. The eval-
uation SJ8tem will allow hia to correatl7 appraise the time con-
sequences or those options. The decision is his to correctl7 
balance the time implications of a given action with the related 
performance and resource implications. 
While the foregoing objectives are noteworthy', the7 are of 
little practical consequence unless they can be practicall7 
achieved witb great speed and the maxJ mwa ot accuracy. 
4. The Speecq Handling 81ld Apall!is ot the Integrated Data, 
tbus Allowing for Expeditious Correction of Recognised Trouble 
Areas. The true worth of an evaluation system is measured b7 
the speed with which it can recognise and correct out-of-phase 
situations. In order to 1'ult1ll the requirement ot rapid hand-
ling and anal18is, the PERT S78tem has been programmed tor the 
7 
Maval Ordnance Research Calculator (lfORC) and various non-
milit&l7 computers (IBM, GE, RCA., PHILCO, etc.). 
Anal.7sis and outputs can tbus be available to the tech-
nical managers within a matter ot minutes or hours trom the 
t:lllle the data is submitted. Answer to some questions ma7 be 
transmitted via telephone or wire. Thus, there is no need 
tor executive action to be dela,ed awaiting the mechanistic 
tasks or tabulating, su..arisi.ng, and anal.JSing or input 
data. 
III THE .PERT COICEPl' 
SUccessfUl achievement ot a program's objectives require a plan 
that identities specific events or progress bencllllarks to be achieved 
in sequence based on interdependencies among those events. 
Three basic factors influence or constrain progress toward objec-
tives - time, resources, and technical performance specifications. Time 
is a variable that can be used as a common denominator to reflect planned 
resource applications and performance specifications. Responsible plan-
ners and technicians estimate the ttae necessar.r to move from event to 
event. The7 express the range in tiae the7 believe will be required to 
complete the activities linking eTe.ftts in the plan. The estimated range 
ot time indicate the relative uncertainty tor completing ditterent activ-
ities in a plan. It proT.I.fles data tor anal.7sing the variance and margins 
ot error inherent in Qccesstul completion ot any plan or program. The 
PERT s79tem is a m&DMgemeat control tool .bich reflects the complex inter-
relationship ot a large number ot acbirit.ies. These activities make up 
an integrated network ot events; their completion leads to the end objec-
tive ot an operational Jli.ssile SJ'8t• or whatever JOU have defined as 
JOur end objective. 
The basic elements are described as follows: 
1. Selection ot Specita,c, Identifiable EYents that are Pl.amed 
To Occur AloJ1B the Val to Saccesstal Conclusion ot the Pro.1ect. 
A basic feature ot the evaluation s79tem is the choice or a 
series ot detailed accom.plislaents that must occur it current 
plans are followed. These events BlUst be both meaningful to 
the present plan and ot a definite, recognisable nature and 
8 
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each DlU8t be a point in time. 
2. Linking the Planned Events So As to Graphica.l.lr Portray 
the Interdependencies AmODS Them. These chosen events comprise 
a set of accomplishments, each of which will exist at a given 
point in time as the cul•1Mtion of one or more activities. 
The actual work activities can be visualized as filling the gaps 
between events. Both activities and events are portra,.ed in a 
SJStem flow plan form in E:x:bibit 1. The events are numbered 
circles in Exhibit 1 and the activities are the arrow linkages. 
Links between events are indicated when there is a planned de-
pendency. Tblls in Exhibit 1, Event 51 will not occur until the 
activities starting with Events 52 and 53 are both complete. 
Event 51 does not depend on the accoaplisbment of Event 54, 
therefore no link is drawn connecting these tw points. 
3. Estimation of the Times Meceasarz to Move from EYent to 
Event Together with a Measure of Uncertainties Involved. The 
tiae estimates used are obtained from the technical personnel 
directly charged with the accoapliabaent of the activities. 
Tae evaluation system is dealing with the future, and the future 
is uncertain. PERT was designed to estimate this uncertainty. 
The procedure tor accoaplishing this is probabilistic in form. 
-
It depends upon eliciting tbree estimates of the time necessar.y 
to perform each activit7 trom a technical man familiar with the 
activit7. These three estillates (optimistic, most likely, and 
pessimistic) are transformed to provide the basis for the sta-
tistical inferences relative to the uncertainty in activity 
te Elapsed Time 
of Interval 51-50 
Critical Events Path 
I 
I 
I 
ToE 
Exhibit 1. System Flow Plan 
b 
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accomplishment. 
4. Anal.nis which Sptematical.ly Highlights Relative 
Criticalitl of Events in the Future Deyelopnent. Earlier, 
the desirabilit7 of an automatic flagging of potential trouble 
spots was noted. Briefl7, the procedure for such highlighting 
will now be described. PEilT anal.7sis transforms the three time 
estimates for the elapsed tiae to complete a single activit7 
into a probabilit7 distribution tJPified b7 its mean and vari-
ance. The procedure then moves s7Stematicall7 through the net-
work of activities and events and identifies the mean and vari-
ance of the earliest tiae for each event, considering all pre-
vious events. The mean time ia the earliest expected time at 
which the event ldll occur if all activities are worked at as 
soon as the7 log:i.cal17 (i.e., according to plan) can be. The 
variance is a measure of the uncertaint7 associated with tbis 
earliest expected time of accomplishm.ent. The final event in 
the developnent s7Stem (network) is fixed at a given (desirable) 
point in time. The same aaal79is technique is then applied to 
the S7Btem in reverse order - taking .tuture events first and 
moving back to the present. Tbis procedure ewlves a mean and 
variance of the latest time for each event. These times are the 
latest in the sense that the7 represent the latest time each 
event can be accoapliahed ldthout jeopardizing the point in time 
chosen as a desirable date for accomplishing the final event of 
the developnent. 
Armed with the above knowledge conceming the earliest and 
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latest expected times tor each event, a measure or "slack" in 
the plan is detel'Dii.ned. Slack is defined tor each event as 
being the difference between the expected earliest and latest 
allowable times. The most critical events are those which have 
the least slack. Any slip in the planned accomplishment or 
these events will reslllt in delay.ing the expected completion 
date or the final event. The relative criticalit;y or all 
events can be noted b7 comparing the magnitudes or their slack 
val.ltes. In addition, when schedued dates exist tor events, 
the calculation S7St• autoJU.ticall;y compatea the probabilit;y 
ot meeting or beating the planned dates. 
IV PERT PHOCEOORES 
Efficient operation ot &D7 evaluation system is dependent upon 
tiael7 receipt ot accurate intormation. The procedures are designed to 
obtain the necessary information rapidly and with a min1mqm of effort. 
In order to decrease the amount ot work involved and minimise the prob-
lems or installation and operation, the procedures are tailored to fit 
in with existing progress reporting procedures whenever practicable. 
The effective operation of a PERT sJBtea is bighl7 dependent on up-to-
date computer inputs and rapid disseaenation of the outputs to manage-
ment. The laval Ordnance Research Calculator (NORC) installation (Fleet 
Ballistic Missile Prograa) can process some 10,000 activity times in less 
than balt an hour. A glossa17 of tel'IUI that appl7 to PERT are presented 
in Exhibit 2. 
Glossary ot Terms Used in PERT System 
Exhibit 2 
Activity 
An event is separated trom other events by activities. An activity 
is a time-consuming element in the development process. It is represented 
on a flow chart by an arrow. An activity cannot be started until its pre-
ceding event has been accomplished. A succeeding event to an activity 
cannot be accomplished until the activity is complete. 
Activity Tilles 
Estimates of the elapsed tiae necessary to complete an activity in 
a specified manner are activity times. They are represented by estimates 
13 
indicating: 
Critical Path 
Optimistic times 
Most like!T times 
Pessimistic times 
14 
A critical path is that particalar sequence of activities in a 
flow chart that comprises the most rigorou time constraint in the 
accoaplisbaeat of the end event. 
EYalution Team 
The EYaluating Team (TEAM) is descriptive of a group of designated 
individuals charged with .turtherillg the Special Project evaluation effort 
as it bears on a given sector ot the FBM developllent. Generall7, a TEAM 
will be comprised of iadividuals represeDting the SP Teclmical and the SP 
Evaluation division, SP Field Ottice, and the Contractor. 
EYent 
A aeaning.tul. specified acc0111pliabaent in the develo}Dent program. 
An eYent should be recognisable as a particular instant in time. 
Flow Chart or Plan 
The sequenced diagrammatic representation of events and activities. 
Preceding EYent 
See Activity. 
Slack Paths 
Slack paths are sequences of actiYities that do not lie on the crit-
ical paths. Slack may exist in varJing amounts. 
Succeeding Event 
See Activity-
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There can be no substitute tor adequate preparation ot all levels 
ot management within the contractor organisation prior to beginning the 
actual PERT installation. A brieting of concerned contractor personnel 
in PERT methodology and an outlining ot the procedures to be used tor 
gathering and transmitting essential data should be made. The importance 
ot the acceptance and approval ot management within the contractor organ-
isation should not be underestimated. "Getting ott on the right toot" 
goes a long way- toward maldng an ettectin installation ot the &78tem. 
1. Selecting the( Events. An event defines a beginning and/or 
an ending or some task at an instant ot time. It must be se-
lected and described so that there is no question as to whether 
or not is baa been reached. 
Each ot the events ill a network must be connected to at 
least one event taat precedes it and at least one which follows 
it. The oaq exceptions are a first eTent ot the network, 
which has oD17 successors, and a last event which onq has pred-
ecessors. lo series ot events are to be interconnected in such 
a JIWIIler that an event ncceecis itaelt; there can be no closed 
loops. 
One event can be atartiDg or ending point tor several tasks 
as illaatrated in Exhibit 3a, and )b. 
A line between two events does not necessariq represent a 
task which reqaires tiaes and resources, but it does indicate 
16 
Exhibit 3a. Event - Starting Point for Several Tasks 
Exhibit 3b. Event - Ending Point for Several Tasks 
17 
that one event mast precede another. 
Each event must be considered to be sure that all re-
straints inherent in the program have been depicted in the 
network. A phJ&ical restraint exists it one event cannot be 
achieved without first completing certain ac,ivities. These 
are usually easily recognised. other restraints depict man-
agement pla.mdng decisions, e.g., it has been planned that 
item "A" will be tested prior to start of assembly of item 
"B". These decisions ma•t be indicated to properlJ depict the 
plan. 
Event descriptions are recorded on the net~rk drawing 
and should logicallT &Dd accuratelJ describe the event to be 
certain (1) that there is no Jdsunderstanding or what is to 
be accODlplished, and (2) that all restraints have been de-
picted in laJing out the network. The following form and 
order should be utilised in writing tasks and event descriptions: 
(a) ley action word 
(b) Description ot action word 
(c) Location if necessary 
(d) Identification of item 
(e) Unit nuaber ot code 
ley action word for ennts are: start, complete, receive,. 
Description of action words are: design, release, purchase order 
replacement, fabrication, assemblJ, test, check-out, ship~~.ent. 
Identification of items are: hardware items, drawings, re-
ports, specifications, parchase orders, documents, and training 
aids. 
18 
Unit number or code is: end item identification and/or 
the unit number to be manutactured or tested. 
Each event title will not necessaril7 use the fiTe (5) 
torms listed above, but the ones used will tollov the order 
listed. 
2. Tasks. A task is the action that takes place between 8117 
two events. It is measured b7 the TIME in weeks (and tenths ot 
a week) for task completion, and will be given the three (3) 
estillates - optimistic, most likel7, and pessimistic. A dUJ1111.7 
task does not require ti.llle tor completion, but it does indicate 
the need for one event to precede another. The task is described 
b7 the successor eTent. Conseqllentl7, the nomenclature of ·the 
eTent should describe properl7 the preceding tasks -·understand-
ing that the ke7 action word tor the event is to be dropped 
mentall7 when describing the tasks. Exhibit 4 presents examples 
of callout& on a network. 
3. General La10ut Rules. In preparing to layout the network, 
determine the span of events to be covered on the network, e.g. 
start detailed &JStem design to deliTer first production unit. 
General17 the span should start as earl7 as possible and continue 
through the 5th or 6th delivered. item. 
Then, establish major sJ'Btem events (milestones) based on 
know relationship froa schedules, reports and other data. 
Such major events might incl.uc1e: start tirst tree tlight test, 
start first captured tlight test, c011plete system enviromnental 
~~Eik~tfy 
Assembly 
PL-1 
1-4-8 
Task 
Time Estimates 
1 (week) - optimistic 
4 (weeks) - most likely 
8 (weeks) - pessimistic 
Exhibit 4. Network Callout Details 
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testing, complete handling eqgipment design, start missile 
detailed design, etc. These events are generall;y major mile-
stones which have in the past formed a portion ot the custom-
er's contractual schedule requirements. 
Develop skeleton network which interrelates these events 
in accordance with established arrow diagram principles. This 
might be accomplished b;y starting at the end objective and work-
ing baCkwards. The event descriptions are handwritten in elon-
gated circles (or boxes) without resort to the use ot abbrevia-
tions. 
Place major milestones such as assembl;y, test., and delivery 
events along top ot network sheet. Group events concerning com-
ponents and subassemblies in the Dd.ddle and lower portions or 
the network sheet. Place each ot these groups in series horizon-
tall;y along network sheet.. 
Add to the skeleton network specific and unique events in 
their proper relationship as required to develop a complete and 
meaningful network ot tasks to be performed. This would involve 
proceeding into the detailed tasks involving subsyatems and 
components. 
Do not place a peraanent. horizontal time scale on the chart. 
It this is done, the estimator ma;y use the divisions to judge 
the planned amount ot tiae scheduled to elapse between events, 
and thereb;y, introduce a bias into his estimates. Also, it 
makes revisions to the network near l;y impossible. Level ot 
detail reqgired will V&r7 trom project. to project. In cases 
21 
ot overall tasks of short duration or ot close critical path 
analysis, it ma)" be desirable to include tasks with durations 
as low as a week or less. 
"Dwmll1" events with nzeron task times should be used in 
the following cases: 
(a) It tvo or more tasks have common nodal (i.e., 
event) junctions as B, C, and D shown in Exhibit 5, 
dWIIID1 tasks F and G must be inserted as shown in 
Exhibit 6 to distinguish these tasks tor machine 
co.m.patation. otherwise, a computer error should 
result, since no tvo tasks can have the same imme-
diate predecessor and successor event numbers. 
(b) Task C follows A and B, but D follows B (alone) 
as shown in Exhibit 7. The dWIIII.)" task, F, is in-
cluded to logica.l.q represent this situation. 
A one task oversimplification of a job could be diagrammed 
in tbis tasbion: 
ACCOMPLISH TASK 
(EVEn) (TASK) (EVENT) 
Expanding upon the trivial exaaple above, investigation of 
the processes necessar,r in the program yields the next step 
vbich (in Exhibit 8) sbow the engineering and test phases added 
to the net.vork. Further investigation of the engineering phase 
between drawing release and test expanded the net.vork as show 
in Exhibit 9. 
B 
E 
Exhibit 5. Tasks With Common Nodal Junctions 
F -
..,... 
/· 
E 
D 
-- - Dummy Task& 
Exhibit 6. Alleviation of Common Nodal Junctions Problem 
A c 
B D 
Exhibit 7. Dependency Clarification 
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Exhibit 8. Engineering and Test Phases Addition To The Network 1\) LV 
Exhibit 9· Expanded Network 1\) +:-
Exhibit 10. Intergrated Network 
1\) 
Vl 
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to complete the example, Exhibit 10 shows the test area 
expanded and integrated into the previous network. It is ob-
vious that the example could be .f'urther expanded to several 
times the size ot the Exhibit 10 network b;y finding the tasks 
and events necessar;y to get troa "Dwg. Rel." to "Compl. Fab. 
Items" and between "Dwg. Rel." and "Rev. Proc. Items." !he 
level ot detail to strive tor, generall;y, should include events 
baTing significance in the project shown on the network. (For 
simplicit;y, Exhibits 8 through lO use identical parallel paths. 
Ot course, this genera.l.l.7 will DOt be the case in practice. 
JluDIIq tasks have also been e11mina.ted tr011 the illustrations 
considered here.) 
4. Rules and Proced!f•• tor Obtaiptng T1me Estimates. A 
network depicts a sequence ot events and tasks which torm. the 
plan tor a prograa. Events represent points in time, and there-
tore do DOt take time. Tasks represent work necessar;y to pro-
ceed trom one eveat to another, and thus require the expenditure 
ot time. Since a line represents a task, each line must have a 
time value, except, "dl~Ja1" tasks. A d11D1D71 which occurs tairl;y 
otten, is ued to indicate siapl.¥ that one event must occur be-
tore another can occur with DO significant task required. DwE;y 
tasks are given zero time values. 
All time estimates are to be based on current plana as to 
how the task under consideration is to be accomplished when it 
comes time to pertom that portion ot the job. These time 
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estimates should not be derived trom chart scheduling or pre-
vious schedule co•d:taents. All time estimates are to be made 
without regard to a calendar. 
Each task is assigned three time values, as a means or rec-
ognising the relative uncertaint7 ot a research and development 
program. In other words, it is ditticult to determine e.xactl7 
how much time it w.Ul take to do a task that has never been done 
betore, and PERT takes this into consideration b7 allowing the 
individual responsible tor a task to give an optimistic, a most 
likel.T, and a pessimistic estimate. Each ot these is defined 
below. 
OptiJiistic 
A minimum time which is attainable onl7 when unusuall7 
good luck is experienced, that is, there is no more than 1 
chaDce in 100 ot being earlier. Thus, there should be prac-
ticall7 no hope ot completing the activit7 in less than the 
optimistic time, but good lack Jlight give a time close to the 
optimistic. 
Moat Likel.z 
A probable time which wollld reaaonablT be expected b7 the 
person best qaalitied to judge, that is, would occur most otten 
it the task could be repeated maerous times under e:xactl7 the 
same conditions. S7JlODJIU which ma7 help in e.x:pWning and 
defining the moat likel7 time include "most probable time" and 
"tiae ;rou would expect." 
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Pessimistic 
A ma:ximua time which (1) can occur onl.7 if unusuall7 bad 
luck is experien-ced and (2) has no more than 1 chance in 100 
ot being exceeded. This time should reflect the possibil1t7 of 
minor initial failure and fresh start, but should not be influ-
enced b7 such factors as the possibilit7 of strikes or 11acts ot 
God, 11 e.g., floods, fires, etc., unless hazards such as these 
are inherent to the task. 
Olle basic restriction· .is placed on the three estimates. 
The7 1D118t include the same level of ass'Wiled effort. For ex-
am.ple, all three Jllllat be based on using the sam.e 11\Dlber of men, 
wrking the same nuaber of shifts and da78 per week. It dif-
ferent levels are ass'Wiled tor effort, each estimate of time 
would be related to a different plan tor accomplishing the 
task. 
; • Inmt Intorution Workaheet Line F.iltries. l!Dtries are to 
be derived from the completed. networks and, each line reflects 
tba data for one task. The portion of the line up to the "line 
nwaber" is to be ke7 puached as entered. 
Code, Col. 1: This code is tor computer control to in-
dicate tJPe "transaction." Enter the appropriate code. 
Q2S! Transaction 
1 lew Task (complete and needed) 
2 
.3 
Re-estimated Task (complete card needed) 
Completed Task (complete card needed 
except for tillle estimates) 
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~e (continued) Transaction 
5 Deleted Task (till card tonn only through 
Col. 17) 
Chart;, Col. 2-3: This is a tw-dig:it code identif)'ing 
the network chart. It 11a7 be entered onl.7 once on the 
. first line ot the worksheet and iteration represented by 
a vertical line below. This code will be obtained from 
the PERT Administrator. 
Predecessor Event, Col. 4-10: This event identification 
will. be obtained trom the network chart tor the event pre-
ceding the task. It Jlllst be a numeric character set and 
tilled with "zeros." All separating spaces, dashes, etc., 
lllUst be lett oat. TJaere JIIISt be an entry in this field, 
and it may not consist. WlloJ.q ot seros or a computer gen-
erated error message will renlt. Recall that no two tasks 
can bave the same pair ot event numbers or an error will 
result. 
Successor Eveat, Col. ll-17; This event identification 
will be obtained from the network chart tor the event fol-
lowing the task. other instructions are as tor the Pred-
ecessor EYent. There aut be an entry in this field. 
Time Interval Estimates: All time estimates are in weeks 
and tenths ot weeks. The fields must be tilled with zeros. 
It the task is "in process" and not completed, the time 
estimates must reflect the entire time tor the task and 
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not just the time remaining. Re-estimates are handled in 
the same marmer as ini,tial estimates in this regard. The 
computation will take into account the time already' past. 
The "optimistic time" must be equal to or less than the 
"Jaost likel7 time" which DlUSt be equal to. or less than the 
"pessimistic time." 
(a) Optimistic Time, Col. 18-21: Enter the "optimistic 
time" estimate. 
(b) Most Likel7 Time, Col. 22-25: Enter the "most likel7 
tiae" estimate. 
(c) Pessimistic Time, Col. 26-29: Enter the "pessimistic 
time" estimate. 
Completion Date, Col. 30-35; This field is for entering 
either the Scheduled or Actual Completion Date, as re-
quired. 
Dates to be entered are ot the form 021461 represent-
ing month ( 02 • Februry), da7 (14 = 14th da7), and year 
(61 - 1961). All dates must be valid dates or a computer 
error will result, e.g., 023161 is not a valid date. It 
no ent17, the fields need not be tilled, but if the7 are 
the7 must be sero tilled. The code in Col. 1 distinguishes 
between scheduled and actual, see paragraph 1 above. 
Task Description, Col. 36-71 (36 character positions): 
Enter the task description from the netwrk chart. Sub-
wrk Order lumber, Col. 72-74: Enter the last three digits 
ot the work order nUDlber tor the task. It is assumed that 
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the first three digits will be coDDROn throughout the 
project tasks. No processing except listing on reports 
will be performed on this field. 
Organization, Col. 75-78: Enter the last four digits of 
the number of the department responsible tor this task. 
(Blailk) 1 Col. 79-80: lo data entered in these columns 
enters the computer processing. If it is desired to 
enter az:rr suppleaent8.17 data in these columns it ldll be 
available tor reference or for punch card equipnent 
processing. 
{a) Men: It appropriate, enter the number of men con-
sidered to be available for tbe task tor the time 
estimates made. 
{b) Labor Dollars per Week: If appropriate, enter the 
average labor dollars per man per week excluding 
overhead. 
{c) Material: It appropriate, enter the cost of material 
in hlmdreds ot dollars, i.e., leave ott the last two 
dollar digits. 
Responsible Person; later the name of the manager who 
provided the data tor the line entq. 
(Remaining Columns): These columns ma7 be used for an7 
purpose desired; the7 ma;r be assigned for specific pur-
poses later. In particular, this space should be used 
to note reasons tor changes to time estimates and comple-
tion dates, and tor task addition or deletion. 
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6. PERT Upctating. Updating ot the PER'!' network will be 
accomplished semi-monthl7 with the use ot standard forma in 
accordance with accompa.D1ing instructions. Upon receipt ot 
the completed PERT Updating Inp1t Information Forma, the 
PERT Start shall utilize them in preparing computer input 
toms tor compu.ter progrB.BDing and in netwrk updating. 
The semi-monthly updating information supplied b7 tech-
nical persomel includes notification ot all events (and 
tasks) that have been completed or status (including new time 
estimates) tor tasks scheduled tor completion during the halt 
month prior to the reporting date. 
It will also include notification ot all additions or 
deletions or changes to tasks or eTents (including changes to 
the three time estimates, task title or department code). In 
addition it will contain specific information requested b7 the 
PERT Start. For example, time re-estimates ma7 be required 
tor all tasks that lie along the critical path or in critical 
areas as determined by the PERT Start. 
When so requested by a cognizant manager, the PERT re-
porting frequency can be increased to veekl.T periods to give 
better control in difficult situations or near a critical 
contractual milestone. The PERT Administrator should recom-
mend an increased reporting frequency when appropriate. 
V PERT SUPPORTIHG MATHEMATICS 
The model ot the PERT program consists ot designated activities, 
events, relations ot pPecedence and succession, and distributions ot 
activit7 times. The analysis of the JIOdel involves two major items. 
Estimates of activit7 times must be obtained. Then event times must 
be calculated. These two parts of the anal.ysis are discussed in this 
chapter. 
1. The Analzsis ot Activitr Time Eatimates.5 
We have defined activities and we ba.ve stated that it is neces-
sa~ to estimate the expected value and variance ot each activit7 in 
the PERT program. This part discusses the sources of these estimates 
and the procedures tor obtaining thea. 
Activities are of diverse natures. The7 include production, 
fabrication, testing, developaent, anal7ais, acbainistration, research, 
and decision making. Specific eDmples are the following: the fabri-
cation which takes place between the delive~ of a chamber to Aerojet 
and the availabilit7 of the specific test vehicle for firing; the test 
program which takes place between the first development test and the 
qualifications of the A motor for firiDg. This last activit7 can be 
broken down into subact.ivit.ies which would most likel7 include develop-
ment, anal1sis, administration, and decision making. 
The d1versit7 or activities aakes a general discussion difficult. 
But we are at present racing the generalities. 
First, let us consider appropriate sources of information concern-
ing the possible time that an activit7 might take. In this matter it 
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is essential not to accept uncri.tica.ll7 any times that appear in plans 
and contracts. Rather, one must probe to the bues upon which the 
plans and contract schedules are made. One reason is that schedules 
(other than the ones we shall set) are not adequatel7 responsive to 
changing conditions and prospects. Secondl7, present schedules do 
not estimate uncertainties, and third!T, they are made under pressures 
which involve matters other than the accurate estimate of times; one 
such pressure is haste. 
Hence, preferabl7 we should get information from people who are 
to perform the activities or to directl7 superri.se the performance. 
These people are technicians in spirit, even if they have administra-
tive responsibility. 
Since it will be difficult to get more than a single authoritative 
estimate, the problem ot personel bias is serious. These biases will 
depend partly on the weight of company policies, schedules, and commit-
ments. In some cases it will be possible to get supplementary estimates 
from technicians not eaplo,ed by the responsible contractor. For ex-
. 
aaple, the estimates of an Aerojet employee can also be made by some 
Lockheed technician wbo is intimately concerned with the activity and 
its results; also, an estimate can be obtained within the Special Projects 
Office. 
This leacis to the question of tile combination of two or more estimates. 
This is discussed below. 
We turn then trom the question of sources of time estimates to the 
parameters estimated. The estimates by a technician (or other person; if 
necessary) should be made atter careful explanations by a bighl7 qualified 
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interviewer. Arter this first interview the estimates may be made and 
transmitted to the Special Projects Ottice (SPO) on forms. 
We propose that the technical person be asked to estimate the fol-
lowing tor an activit7. First, a "likell" time which technically we 
shall interpret as the aode ot the actirlty time. Synonyms which can be 
ottered are "most probable time," aad "time you would expect." Even 
"expected time" makes an impression on persons who are not statisti- · 
cians, bat this tera must be avoided when there is any possibility ot 
contusion with the statistical aeaaillg ot this term. 
Secondl1', the tecbniciaa:.is asked tor an "optimistic" time. There 
should be practically no hope ot coapl~ing the activity in less than 
the optimistic time, but good luck might give a time close to the 
optimistic. 
Thirdly, we ask tor a "pessimistic" time. This concept is not as 
sharp and clear as we would like. Altboqh experience to date has not 
produced any serious ditticult7 witb. this concept, we must handle the 
estimation with great care. This ditticult7 is the obvious one that in 
research or developnent it is difficult to set a date within which an 
achievement can be guaranteed. 
As a first description ot the pessimistic time, we ask tor a time 
which will not be exceeded, barring "acts ot God, n but which might con-
ceivablY' be approached. 
An "act ot God" is an unexpected, unforeseen event whose occurrence 
would not be anticipated in any reasonable planning. Examples are 
wrecks and unusual strikes. It all experts anticipate the success ot a 
research project, and it the project tails, the failure is included as 
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an "act of God." If, however, expert opinion is divided, failure is 
not an "act of God," and in setting a pessimistic estimate the esti-
mator should allow for time to complete the activity in case of 
failure and a fresh start. (An alternative deserving serious consid-
eration is a time estimate assuming success and an estimated probability 
of success.) 
'l'he pessimistic estimate does not inVolve simply a listing of 
foreseeable difficulties and an estimate of the total time to overcome 
each. A tecbnical man might say that or ten possible but unlikely 
difficulties, it liOulcl be unreasQnable to anticipate all ten; he might 
say that he is reasonably certain that 'it would be foolish to expect 
more than three of the ten to materialise. Or the man may know from 
experience that dela;rs.are uauallT caused. b;r unforeseeable developments; 
this man might base his estimates more on intuition than analysis. 
Perhaps we should sa7 that a pessiaistic estimate is a time which 
is longer than expected., but which might be required in one out or a 
hundred similar activities. Furtheraore, although one cannot set an 
absolute time limit which will never be exceeded, no normal person would 
hedge against a time greater .than the pessillistic time. 
In case. of a refusal b7 a techaician to state a pessimistic esti-
mate, one would go to the person or bod1' that decided to include the 
activit7. This decision maker must justit.r some upper limit to the 
accomplisbDent {the upper limit could include the time to accomplish 
I 
some substitute achievement, and it might involve a prospect of fore-
going the activit7 and or accepting some performance degradation). 
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Sometimes it is assumed that the activitT times are normal!T dis-
tributed. It will be clear that in man7 cases the times are not 
normal. However, when event times are calculated from activit7 times, 
we compate sUDI.8 or acti vit7 times. Hence, the event times will be 
roughl7 normal even it the. activit7 times are not normal. This will not 
be the case tor immediate successors of the present event. These 
special cases ccm be handled directq, and we shall not discuss them 
here. For the general case we shall use onl7 the expected values and 
variances of the activit7 times; troa these we shall calculate ex-
pected values and variances or event times. Hence, our problem is to 
estimate the expected value and variance or an activitT time from the 
likel7, optimistic, and pess1mistic times discussed above. Further-
more, PERT feels tree to use a non-normal model or the distribution of 
activitT times as a tool in this estimation. 
2. The Mathematical Computation. 
A detailed anal7Bis of the PERr mathematics ma1 be found in most of 
the documents referenced in this research effort. It is intended here 
onq to present a general and rather non-tecbnical approach to the math-
ematics involved.· Therefore, this chapter will continue with a rather 
simplified illustration or the time calclll.ations upon which PERT operates 
and the basic mechanics inwlved. 
All these time estimates are .ade assuaiag the same level or re-
sources applied. These time estimates should be as accurate as possible 
because the data PERT will proc:lllce depend directlJ upon them. PERT re-
sults can be no more accurate than these estimates. These estimates 
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should be entered on the network along the arrows to which the;r appl;r 
(optimistic, most likel;r, and pessimistic times). The computer program 
then calculates the activity time tor each activit;r, i.e., the three 
time estimates are mathemati~ converted into a single calculated 
time (te's). 
Having calculated the aforementioned individual activity times 
(te's), the computer program next calculates the expected time {TE). 
Because the events normallJ do not occur in a straight line series 
(as illustrated in Exhibit 11), but ordinaril;r ma;r be dependent upon 
two or more activities being performed simultaneousl;r or duing over-
lapping periods, the actual tecbniqaes ot ascertajnjng the expected 
time (TE) is predicted on using the larger or largest total expected 
(TE) time value as calculated trom the immediately preceding events and 
activities • 
. The sample network or Exhibit 11 can be used to show the concept. 
Event "!" is assUiled to occur at time "now" or zero. Activit;r "AB" 
takes one week, so event "B" ·occurs at time "1"; event "E" and "F"' are 
round similarl;r. Acti vi t;r "A.C" takes three weeks, so event ncn should 
occur at time "3"· However, we must check all activities which lead to 
event ncn. We find that activit;r "BC" takes three' weeks; which when 
added to the time "1" or event "B" gives an expected time (TE) for 
event "C" of tour weeks. Likewise, event "J)It has three activities lead-
ing to it. Two of the paths give an expected time (TE) ot three weeks. 
One path is A-B-D, which gives three weeks (B+BD= 1 + 2 = 3) • The 
other path is A-E-F-D, which also happens to require an expected time 
o~ three weeks (F+FD = 2 + 1 = 3). However, the third path, A-B-C-D, 
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Exhibit 11. Expected Time Illustration 
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requires an expected time of six weeks ( C + CD = 4 + 2 = 6). The larger 
value of 6 is the expected time or event "D". 
The next. approach employed by the computer program is the determina-
tion of the latest allowable time (Tt) b7 which a given event must be 
completed in order to meet the computed caapletion and/or scheduled date 
for the final event. The latest time for an;y event is obtained by: 
a. Determining the TE of the last end event. 
b. Determining the activit:r times along the most constraining 
path from selected event to the end event. 
c. Subtracting •b' from 'a' to obtain the T L for the event. 
This is nothing more than ~king a reverse caaputation of the network, 
but anchoring all computation upon the TE of the last event and sub-
tracting te's along the time constrajnjng path rather than adding as 
done in the previous computation. 
An explanation of latest allowable time (T1) is illustrated in 
Exhibit 12. Event "D" is assigned a latest time equal to its expected 
-
time {T1 = TE). Working backwards, the flow time for activity "CD" is 
subtracted froa the time for "D", given a latest time of 4 for the 
event "C"; "E" and "F'' are found sjm1larl:r. The flow time for activity 
"D" to "B" is two weeks, which is subtracted from the latest time (T1) 
of event "11' which is 5, giving the latest time for event "B" of 3. 
However, all paths leading backward into event "B" must be checked in 
a similar manner. The other path leading backward from event "B" Jls ~C" 
to "B". The latest time for event 11B" on this path is 1. "D'' to ncu 
to "B11 , 5 minus 1 (activity time from "D" to "C" of one week) minus 
another three weeks {activity time from 11C11 to "B" of three weeks) 
T •J L 
t •2 e 
Exhibit 12. Latest Time Illustration 
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equals the latest time (TL) or event "B", which is 1. The smaller 
value or '1'!, is alwa78 chosen. 
Again following this procedure, event "A" has three paths leading 
back to it. Event 11C" and the activit7 time between "AC" give a value 
ot 2, as do "E" and 11AB", while event "B" and activity time between 
"AB" give a value or zero. The smaller figure, as previously indicated, 
is alwaJ8 chosen. This. explains briefly the process of working backwards 
through the network to obtain the latest time (Tt) in which events could 
be allowed to be accomplished. 
Slack time represents the algebraic differences between the latest 
time (TL) and the expected time (TE) tor each event in the network. This 
is zero along the sequence or events that lie on the critical path when 
the expected time (TE) determined by the CQBputer program is used. In 
its simplest terms, slack m&7 be defined as latest time minus expected 
time (TL _ T:E). In essence, then slack is the amount or time by which 
events not on the critical path can be delaJed without affecting the 
schedule date of the end objective. It is, so to speak, time to "play 
around with." 
Jlegati ve slack occurs when the expected date of the end event is 
later than the latest allowable date. legative slack reveals that not 
enough resources have been Planaed or are available - indicates manage-
ment action required~ Zero slack occurs when the expected date or tm 
end event is equal to the latest date of the end event. Positive slack 
occurs when the expected date of the end eY&Dt is earlier than the latest 
allowable time or the scheduled date - indicates more time available and/ 
or reduction or resources ma7 be possible. 
VI PERT COIIPU'l'ER PAIXSIS 
The advantages tbat will accrue .from the PERT system depem on 
abili t,r to speedily analyse a large mass of numerical data. The analysis 
itselt involves many' arithmetic operations. Human capacity is unable to 
accurately cope with both the volume of data am complexi:ey of analysis 
that is necessary for timely evaluation. 
speed and with great accuracy. In the PERT application, the computer 
exists as a facilitating tool tor technical managers. It is an adjunct 
that quickly summarizes for the managers a groa.p of facts that bear on-
the program. These facts will not make decisions tor the manager. They 
11'il.l.1 however, expand the base of knowledge which is necessary for wise 
decision. The comp11ter processing of the PERT procedure will provide 
important help in getting the necessary job done on time. 
In order to provide a framework within which machine analysis can 
take place, two jobs must be performed. Initially, identifiable and 
meaningtul data aat be introduced into the machine. In addition, ho,...... 
ever 1 this data ast be caref'ul.lJ' placed w1 thin the machine so as to 
expedite further anal¥si8 and subsequent otltputs. 
The general flow of the data in the PERT system is symbolicall;y por-
trqed in Exhibit 13. This flow chart shows the handling of the stream 
of incom.iDg information from the t.i.M it is received to its appearance as 
a computer output. 
The general need for acctll"acy control techniques and procedures in 
a high-speed data processing system cannot be over-emphasized. The very 
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nature or any such system is to reaove from visual and manual observa-
tion data which in the normal cottrae of haDdling 110uld be sight verified 
lll.8nY t:l.Ma by m.a.rJ7 people. It is not enough to establish exacting rules 
tor processing the data in the computer pl"ogram. In addition, it is 
turther necess11r7 to establish and maintain atamards of accuracy and 
control tor the data flowing into and oa.t of the machine operation. 
In addition to the machine check.s or the Naval Ordnance Research 
Calculator (NORC) i tselt 1 several additional checks have bean added to 
the programs. Those checks consist ma:i.nly or tests ot reasonableness 
and consistency as applied to actual file identification am computative 
data. For example, before updating aJV' records, the event codes ot the 
file and the transaction are verified. In a similar wq, before events 
are qualitied for repositioning in the sequencing operation, the event 
and its predecessor are verified with the correspoming event and ita 
successor. 
A reasonableness check is applied to the input data before updating 
to determine that a :: m • b and further that 
2 
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Other sillilar checks can be applied. Moreover, the entire system 
should be examined periodical]J' to consider the etticiency of current 
checks and the possible addition ot new internal controls. 
Program revision is a necess11r7 part ot the continuing data-processing 
operation ot any computer. Tbere IIWit be a contiuni:ng review of methods 
and techniques. OVer a period ot time it is possible to reduce the over-
all operating time by as much as 50% by review and adjustment. The cost 
of such a program. can be recovered by increased operating efficiency. 
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VII SCANS: SDC t S EXTENSION OF PERT 6 
Introduction 
Subsequent reference or use of intol'llB.tion presented in this sec-
tion m;q not be made without prior written approval of the System 
Development Corporation, 2$00 Colorado .Avenue 1 Santa Monica, California. 
I am grateful to Mr. T. H. Braun, (Vice President, System Develop.. 
ment Corporation) far his permission to present the most recent progress 
report on SDC•a aotirlties in the area of PERT. 
I would ll.so l1ke to acknowledge -.q fOl"JJler colleague, Mr. B. L. 
(Ro,-) Fry1 for his ear3.1' guidance aDi encouragement in this research 
effort. 
Historical BackgrOUDd 
SCAJS is an automated network-type management planning and control 
qstem which has been developed at S7Btem Development Corporation as a 
tool for internal management's use in the planmng, anal.Tsis, monitoring, 
and controlling of SDC's operations. It is based on the u. s. Nav,-'s 
original concept ot tbe application of autom.atecl network techniques to 
tbe management of the extremely' complex project ot the development of the 
Fleet Ballistic )fissile weapon system. The original teclmique was called 
PERT, an acroeym for Progra Evaluation Review Technique. 
- - - -
The chief contributions ot the developaent of the automated net-
work technique were the practical derivation of an integrated graphical 
representation, of model, ot the project under consideration and the 
application of high-speed digital computers to the processing ot the 
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myriad data required for the generation of these graphs 1 or networks. 
Most of the other features incorporated in the automated network 
systems were 1 in general, techDiques which had been in use b;r logical 
planners tor some time. The7 include the breaking down of a large proj-
ect into smaller sub-projects, the establishment of resonrce-requirement 
estimates, and the scheduling of these ab-tasks in appropriate 
chronological sequence. 
The application of contiDgenc;r plarming and some of the basic 
principles of probability theoey were, perhaps, less cCIDDlon, but were 
in use b7 scae of the more advanced managers. 
'rhe fact that the automated network system is a logical extension 
of proven Jll8l'lageJEnt teclmiques has greatq influenced its ready accept--
ance and rapid expansion. Its application has not necessarily required 
the abandonment of previously accepted tecbDiques. The installation of 
a network STStem can trequentl.T be acc011plished w.i. th the extension of an 
existing &Tatem. 
The SCANS Concept 
The original developers of the autcllllated network technique were 
among the fir~t to recognize the shortcomiDgs of a system llhich consid-
ered only the resource of til8 am assmaed the resources of manpower 
and cost to be unlimited (which 11&8 practically the case in the develop-
ment of the Fleet Ballistic llissile S788). 
The recognition of this deficienc;r and the desire to obtain a system 
which would. accOllllOdate the more 0011110n sitnation b which cost and man-
power loading share 1 and frequently' override 1 the factor ot time in 
importance tor planning led. to the developnent of a system which SDC 
cal.l.s SCANS. This is an acr0J0111Ibich is derived from .§_cbeduling and 
Q,ontrol by !utolaated _!etwo:rk §1Btems• 
SCANS employs the basic principles of the original PERT. It 
incorporates some additd.ons al'd deletes 80118 features to the extent 
that it probably should be considered a second generation or the 
automated network systems. 
To differentiate SCANS from P.ERT~ the major dit:f'erences are that 
the capabilities of handling the tactDrs of ma.npawer loading and cost 
have been added~ the requirement tor three time estimates per milestone 
has been reduced to one 1 the milestone is considered as an integrated 
element instead of a separate actd.vity and event, aDi the probabilit;y 
factors are not 'II.Hd.. 
The simplifications mentioned above 1181' appear a bit severe • How-
ever, all of them have been cmsidered at one tiE or another by most 
users of PIRT. SDC•s reasons tar start:f.Dg at this point were that 
limited effort was &Yailable tor the developaent and it was thought ad-
visable to start with the objectin of arriT.f.ng at a reasonable, })l'.acti-
cal system as soon as possible ratber than attempting the ultimate design 
w:i tb. much l011er probabili t7 ot accomplishment. It will be much easier 
to reincorporate sae of the mathematical eabellishments into an opera-
ticmal system instead of struggliDg with the whole cumbersome package 
from the start. It might even develop that illlprovements will be made in 
these features b7 the time it is desirable to pa.t them back in. 
Objectives of SCANS 
SC.ANS was developed as an internal tool to assist SDC managers 
in managimg the corporate activities. It is a s7stem designed to serve 
as the vehicle for: 
a. preparing, anaqz1ng1 and evaluating :future plans J 
b. providing an awareness of present position; 
c. monitoring ald. controlling performance toward accomplishment 
of established plans; 
d. early' ident.i.ticati.Cil of potential trouble areas; am 
e. appropriate moditication of plans as requ,ired b7 day-to-dq 
changes in the opera tiDg eDriroliiiSnt. 
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As a management tool, SCANS provides managers 1fi th timely 1 pertinent 
information upon which to base operat.i.onal decisions. It does not re-
place managers, but it does improve their effectiveness and stimulate 
actiw participation of all levels of management b7 dynamicall7 relating 
the responsibilities of each to the total effort. 
Awlicat.icn of SCANS at SDC 
To intt'oduce SC.AJS to the operating departments and to assist them 
in orienting their plamrlng methods toward the network techniques, the 
s7stem is being installed on a developmental basis in each of the major 
organizational units. The term "developmental" is used to indicate that 
neither the computer program nor the procedural system have been frozen, 
and operational experience gained at this till9 will contribute to the 
final design of a &y"stem tailored tD tit the specific type of operations 
conducted b7 snc. 
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Scope of Discussion 
SCANS1 considered as a total system at SDC, includes all the ele-
ments ot an integrated management system. In detail, it involves organi-
zational structures1 responsibilit.ies, and functions as llell as the 
operational procedures am techniques. Since the organizational elements 
mq vary from organization to organization, this paper will be llmi ted 
to a discussion of the operational techniques of SCANS as an automated 
network system. In the interest ot brevi v 1 the discussion is based on 
the assumption that the reader has a working familiarity with PERT, so a 
repetition of the fundamentals has been omitted. 
As was stated earlier, SC.ANS is based on the fundamental principles 
of PERT. The major elements will be listed with a general coverage of 
their similarities, ditferences1 present status in SCANS, and future 
potential. 
Project Model 
The real core ot the automated network systems is the network it.-
self'. This is a graphical model of the project under consideration. It 
is constructed of symbols which are arranged on a time plane to represent 
the logical flow ot effort toward the accomplishlllent of the ultimate ob-
jective ot the project. 
The s,mbology and/or organizational. logic of SCANS and PERT net-
works are essentially the same. Both are subject to the ilxlividual 
variations of the constructor. Without rather close scrutiny, it would 
be difficult to distinguish between SCANS am PERT networks. Even ulXier 
scrutiny 1 the ditferences are very minor. These lfill be discussed 
under the section ba.aded Jti.lestones. 
The network is the model ot the project. This model represents 
the whole project as it is made up ot all of its component tasks which 
are shown in their proper sequential and depeDient relations. In this 
form, amagers and plarmers, as well as customers, implementers, etc., 
ave something quite tangible to work withe A valid project model 
should represent the same thing to all concerned. Hcmever 1 different 
users JD81' extract ditferent types of information from the same model 
according to their interests. 
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Most network system users will agree that by the time the first 
network has been developed, one of the major benefits of the application 
of the 91Stem will have been realised. This is that the people con-
cerned have had to do some organized pJ.anning. Some may question the 
suitability of such discipline 1 but few w1ll deny the advantages where 
it is applicable. 
SDC proposes no significant changes to the basic network model 
format. Ways to make :more use of condensed network graphs in management 
reporting are being studied. The problem, of course 1 is to provide ap-
propriate levels of management concise, meaningfUl information w.i thout 
allowing the aze of information c&'l"l'ied in the s)"stem to degrade the 
desired intelligence. 
One note of interest is that SDC has devoted some effort, and is 
plalming .turtber effort, toward the developaent of techniques for the 
automatic plotting of networks directly fr011 the computer output. The 
first step was the programming or an IBM 1401 canpu.ter to direct an 
SC 4020 to plot a network which had been previously developed. 
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The remaining, and largest, step 18 the developmnt of the re-
quired logic and comp!ter program. to bridge the gap between the comput-
er listings an:l the plotter instructions. .Uter the preliminary study 1 
the progr8IDID8rs and people responsible tor development ot this t)'P& of 
logic believe that it is well within the realm of possibility'. 
Milestones 
One ot the major differences between SCANS and PERT is in their 
use of the term "milestones. n In PERT, milestone refers to a point in 
tiE at which a particular event can be said to have been accomplished. 
'!'be event is more a state of being, in that, in ane instant the event 
has not taken place and in the next instant it may be an accomplished 
fact. Since it is described as a point in time 1 it requires no time to 
accomplish and no Jll8.llpORr or other resources. 
'lbe effort or activity whose culmination is marked by the event can 
require resources of time 1 :aumpower 1 dollars 1 etc. 1 but in the basic 
PERT it has no identity of its own. It ast be identified by the desig-
nation of its two bounding events. 
It is this unidentified acti'Vity l:tnJdng two identifiable events 
tor 'Which the t:i.E estimates are prepared. In general, this method 
provides specific identification but it is rather complex and cumbersome. 
In SCANS 1 the activity and event are CCIIlbined into one unit which 
is called a task, or milestone. This milestone carries a single identifi-
cation number lfhich is unique to that milestone. Since the milestone is 
complete:q identitied by this DW!Iber, there can be no ambigui t7 in the 
communication about, or manipulation ot, the milestone. 
The SCANS computer program (tor IBM 7090) provides tor a tourteen-
digit milestone identification number which is compatible with SDC 1 s 
cost allocation system. ot the fourteen digits, the first five identity 
the custaaer contract. This is also the project or network identifier. 
These generally are not repeated in the listings. '!'he second five 
digits identity the performing organization in the SDC organization 
codes. '!'he rema:ining .tour digits form the milestone m number. This 
number mq be assigned randoml.7 or it mq be usigned to contain some 
significance as to function or costing, etc. The numbering system lf&S 
designed to permit extreme flexibilit,y in extracting listings for almost 
uq anal.y"sis wbich 118.7 be desired. 
In order to oOIIbine the activity and event, it is important that a 
SCANS milestone title, or description, establish an identif'iable point 
in the activity at llhich the milestone can be considered to be completed. 
This is usua1.:q a point where there is a clumge in the nature of the work 
or in the responsibili t,y for the work. 1f1 th a little experience 1 planners 
soon learn to designate the milestones appropriately. 
A milestone's relative position within the network is exactly deter-
miDed b.T specification of its i.Baediate successor milestone and the mile-
stone to which it is an ilmnediate successor. As in PERT1 tbe network is 
constructed by the computer which detel'lliDes all of the possible succes-
sor chains or paths through the network. 
The relative values or three time estimates or one for each milestone 
have been the subject for considerable discussion since PERT was first 
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introduced. To maintain the computer progr• within the capability of 
the average cCJDpUter with the additional data being carried, SDC elected 
to limit the time estimates to one for each milestone in the initial 
program model. 
The one time estimate represents the milestone supervisor's (the 
supervisor responsible tor the performance of the work) best estimate 
ot tbe elapsed time which will be required for tbe completion or the 
milestom. Since the estimate would han to be arrived at with considera-
tion of the manpower available tor the task, the supervisor also submits 
his estimate or the manpowr reqtdrementa on which his time estimate is 
based. 
The labor cost ror the milestcme is computed internally from the 
number or men, the elapsed tiime1 an::i wage rates which are supplied rrom 
the accounting area. These rates :uaq include burden an::i G and A as 
desired. Additional estimates of costa such as those for materials, 
subcontracts, travel, etc., should _al.so be supplied by tbe milestone 
supervisor. 
other reeources such as specific facilities mq prove to be a con-
straint on the schedule. At SDC the availability of certain computing 
facilities frequently' influences the meeting of a schedule, so provision 
for carrying this type of requirements was included in the program. 
In order to mi n1 mi ze data transcription 'Wbere various details were 
associated with each milestone, it was cClllSidered to be desirable to 
develop a farm which could be utilized directJ.T by milestone supervisors 
who had no occasion to be familiar with ke1PUJ1ch procedures aD:i still be 
used lli th minimum probabili'tq of error by the keypunchers. 
It should be mentioned at this point that an urgent requirement 
for an operational scheduling and manpower loading system prompted the 
installation of SCANS before the costing features had become fu.lly 
operational. 
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The incomplete version o£ the program which has been released to 
the Computer Operations Group has been called the Model I SCANS Computer 
Program. 
Work is continuing on the fUll capabill v program and its release 
is expected in the near future. Much ot the coding has been done. The 
completion of the coding and check-out remains to be done. 
By" letting a SCANS milestone include both the activity and event ot 
PERT, a minor difference in tle schematic construction ot the network is 
introduced llhere path convergences exist. 
In the PERT concept, an event which is the successor event tor 
several other -.ants may have a separate activity tor each predecessor. 
This 110uld be shown schematical~ in this mannerr 
This indicates that three activities, each ot a ditterent duration, 
terminate in a coamon event. 
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To show a related situation with SCANS techniques where each mile-
stone can have only one integral activity, the schematic "nnuld take the 
following form. 
0 
In SCANS' sy.mbology it is umerstood that the three activity lines 
indicate the single effort associated with the milestone., such as the 
compilation ot data from three srurces. In either case the solid lines 
are dram to have the same length on the time scale. If the preceding 
milestones do not appear at the same point on the time seale., the exten-
sion of the activity is shown as a dotted liDe to indicate the existence 
of slack on the respective paths. 
In the case llhere three indepement mil.estones must be considered 
to culminate in a single event., an auxiliary milestone mq be used as 
shown in the following sketch. 
/0 
I 
o----=8--Q~ 
' 
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It mq be convenient Ul'lder other special circumstances to utilize 
an auxiliary milestone to in:iicate such things as a change in manpower 
loading, the arrival at a specified cost break, or any other point ot 
special significance. 
An:T one or any combination of resource requirements of any normal 
or auxiliary milestone mq be set to zero it desired. The auxiliary 
milestone 1 as used above, would be a DO-time 1 no-manpower 1 and no-cost 
milestone. 
A. characteristic of SDC • s work is that the work schedules frequent-
ly contain dates which are fixed or constrained by contractual comnit-
ments ar other influences. For this reason, a provision was included in 
the computer pt"ogram to allow a milestone to be constrained by cont.rolling 
the beginning or eming date or to be fixed exactly by setting both the 
beginning and ending dates to bracket the elapsed time estimated. The 
:fields ti tlad "Begin on or After" and "ED:l on ar Before" on the l4ilestone 
COl!ltl"ol Form are used far this purpose. 
To quickly identify the responsible person to be contacted :for de-
tails regarding a milestone 1 the milestone supervisor's ini ti.als are 
entered on the Milestone Control Form ard. are printed on the listings. 
This and the data regarding the predecessors are included for informa-
tion only and not used or carried in the computations. 
Network Paths 
The computation and development of the paths through the network 
is essent.i.al.ly the same in SCANS as it is in PERT. Each path is a unique 
chain of successors :from start of the project to its completion. 
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To facilitate checking open-em paths, the SCANS program will 
not accept arry dangling milestones. If, tar some reason, it is desir-
able to have a segment of the network 1ni tiated or terminated at dates 
other than the start.i.ng or en::ling dates, it is necessary to tie such 
milestones to the initial or ter.minal milestones. Under these condi-
tions, each milestone, except the initial and terminal milestones, has 
a predecessor and a successor. 
The ties to close the paths ot these dangling milestones are drawn 
to indicate that all ot the time except that required tor the milestone 
completion is slack. These open-em milestones are normally dependency 
sequenced, rut, as with the normal milestoMs, they mq be time se-
quenced i.i' desired. 
The computer progran calls tar a listing of up to two hundred of 
the most crit.i.cal paths, milestone by milestone. The paths are sequenced 
in order by decreasing path length, starting with the longest or most 
critical path. The slack tor each path with respect to the critical 
path is also given • 
.Another listing which has proven to be quite useful is in the form 
ot a matriX composed ot a list or all milestones in the project with 
thirty'-two colu:ams represent.ing the thirq-two most critical paths. 
Opposite each milestone, there is an indicator in the column tor each of 
these paths on llhich that milestone appears. This provides management 
and the milestone supervisors a profile ot the relative criticality ot 
all milestones. 
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Computer Program 
The computer program for processing SCANS data is written for the 
IBM 7090. It is currently written in machine language. However, it is 
intemed to translate it to JOVIAL ldrl.ch wculd then make it available 
for any computer for which a JOVIAL compiler has been written. 
Since SCANS was a developmental system, it was desired to provide 
maximma tlexibilit,y in the progr81!1ndng in order to facilitate additions, 
deletions, and modifications as the design progressed. This was 
achieved by using a system built around techniques and subroutines 
originaJ.l1' developed tor programming the SAGE computers. 
This flexibility permits considerable freedom in the development of 
different aspects of the system to meet varying needs of different users. 
If desired, the output reports can be tailored to a specific user's 
requirements rl th a minillwl of reprogram ng and wi tbout changing reports 
llhich should be contirm.ed in the original format. 
The SCANS program uses subroutines and program generators called 
SJU.SHT, VIOC, generalized list, and generalized file maintenance. A dic-
tion&r7 which namas the items of data is constructed. The data are then 
manipulated in the program and arranged in reports by name. By this 
means, the actual position occupied by an item within a block of data is 
not cri tica.l.ly dependent upon the program. The length of existing items 
ma7 be changed am new items mq be added 111 thout significant changes to 
the program. 
Data fields can be modified by simple arithmetic operations or sub-
stitntions. For example, field A mq be mu.ltiplied by field B and inserted 
in the record as field C • This feature 11JJq be used to add a new 
COlllpUtation or to incorporate a new coat rate easily. This is partic-
ular]Jr valuable ll'bere a mtftork system is tied to an ever-changing 
accounting system. 
All or these capabilities are indicative or the versatili t¥, flex-
ibility", and powr or a program constructed in this manner. 
Associative memory is used for data in the program. Data is not 
kept in sequence. Instead, there is stored with each record the address 
or the record ahead or it and the record behind it. When a new record 
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is added, it is placed in the first available memory location and that 
address is placed with the record or its predecessors and successors. 
Thus the computer memory does not have to be rearranged :ror each item or 
new data. This device simplifieS programm1 ng and reduces sorting, a sig-
nificant factor in updating. 
Since the length is also specified for each record, space for a 
standard record as long as the longest record does not have to be reserved. 
'fhis means that computer memory space is also conserved. Thus either more 
data per milestone or more milestones can be processed simu.l:taneous]Jr • 
A similar technique is used for path tracing. The computer program 
stores data so that each path mq be identif'ied and traced. Each path 
has a nwaber from the most critical to the least critical. At present, 
this feature is used to list up to two hundred paths for each network in 
order from the most critical to the least critical. The sum or the 
elapsed time or the milestoms and a list or milestones in chronological 
order is sh011ll for each path. More paths could be listed if requested. 
Alternatively, lists can be requested for paths with the most slack in-
stead or the least. 
Tb9 path tracing capability has fascinating potential use. One 
obvious use is the opt:i.llization of the trade-ott ot a resource - sa:y 
manweeks - with time tor a critical path. This 110ul.d be a direct cal-
culation. 
The foregoing has pertained chiefl.7 to the details of the system 
components and characteristics 'Which are or concern to indi vidual.s in-
volved in the design ot the system md its computer program. 
The following suaaa.ry I in the fOl'lll or an evaluation or the present 
and projected operational status, is directed toward the individuals 
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who are raced 1d. th the problem or select:i.Dg a system for its operational 
characteristics. 
It should be noted tba t SCANS has only recentl.7 reached the opera-
tional stage. The Model I SCANS computer program does not iDclude all 
ot the operational specifications. Work is proceeding on Model II which 
will include full cost capability and ao• other minor features 'Which 
had not been debugged by the arbi trar)" cut-orr date tor Model r. 
The points outJ.ined by the AF S;rst.a Comand tor discussion will 
be covered in the light or soo•s recent operational experience and design 
characteristics to be included in future models or the program. 
Basis of '.rime/Cost Estimates 
The original SCANS time 1 ma.:npower 1 and cost estimates are prepared 
on a normal basis unless otherwise specified. After the preliminary 
schedule bas been determined and the critical path am other near-
critical paths bave been developed, the areas requiring further study 
and adjustment can be considered in accordance llith the importance or 
their posi ti.on and the degree ot their clevia.tion from the desired ob-
jectives. Revised estimates are obtained directly f'rom the milestone 
supervisors with the concurrence of the project manager and other 
planners involved. 
By simulating the various proposed reaedial actions, the most 
promising approach mq be determined. 
Activities 
The integration ot the activi v and event into the milestone 1 its 
treatment, identif'ication, and scheduling as a unit are described in 
detail in the sect.ion titled "Milestones." 
Material Cost Inclnsion 
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Jlaterial costs as well as a:rq other category of costs such as 
travel, sub-contract, faciH ty" rental, etc. 1 can be included as contrib-
uting to the direct cost of the milestone. OVerhead costs and direct 
costs shared by other milestones JDa7 be spread by proportion or accumu-
lated and applied to the SUJDJII&1"Y' reports. G aJXl A charges would be 
included in this categor;r. 
Tbe extreme flex:lbili ty of the SCANS programming approach parmi ts 
unusual freedom in the establishment or modification of the accOilDt 
structure. .llmos t any degree of detail that is practical to carry can 
be obtained. 
Non-Network Costs 
The use of SCJBS as the data collection and cOJIIIIIlDication medium 
for SDC • s integrated management information s;ystem makes it desirable to 
have all corporate cost elemnts compiled am presented in SUJIBilary 
reports in compatible format. For this reason, it is intended to do 
the planning for such continu.ous activities as G and A., service func-
tions, maintenance, etc., with the SCANS techniques. This may involve 
no more than establishing monthly milestones Sllch as "SUpply' January 
Janitorial Service • n 
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.A. network tor a project like this would consist of a straight-line 
chain of milestones, one for each month. Hamling these activities in 
this manner lR>Uld not iiiYOlve ail7 more -work than is presctly done and 
it -..mld permit the corporate summary reports to be canpletely compre-
hensive am canpatibly integrated. 
Coding Schemes and Limitations 
Skills, resources, and other related data can be coded for input 
and extracted almost wi. thout limit in SCANS because of the flexible 
program. It is intended to include a :man;power skill identif'ication in 
a later model. SDC already has an EAJI qat. or Personnel Specialties 
Report Invento17 which can be phased into SCANS when the capabili t7 can 
be handled. 
Product Anallsis Discipline 
SCANS can provide ail7 degree or correlation between milestones and 
charts or accounts that may prove practical. In the interest of mini- · 
mizing the detail and fostering acceptance, in the line departments, all 
unnecessary complications have been omitted .from the early versions. 
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llanpowr and Resource Loading Awlications 
The Model I SCANS program curren~ processes manpower loading re-
quirements for the milestones. The decision to cut off development and 
release the program left a SUJIIIIlarizing function out of the program. 
The reports shown in the example's exbibi ts do not contain a periodic 
manpower SUDIIUU'Y' for each network. Obvioa.sly1 this is a simple opera-
tion to include, and it will be added with the next revisions. 
The original program was coded to accommodate a linear (only) 
trade-off between manpower and tima. This inhibited the flexibility 
of some other fUnctions and the cases 'lhere this relationship is strict-
ly linear are very rare, so it was deleted until some more work could be 
done. It is worthy" of note that the linear trade-off version functioned 
very well. 
System Updating 
The SCANS tape is run on a bi-11'8ekly updating cycle. This apparent-
ly satisfies most manager's requirements. The desirability of having a 
shorter or longer cycle depems to a great extent upon the nature of the 
project am its current progress. The present cost for an updating run 
on up to ten networks may be of the order of one hundred dollars. This 
is quite reasonable for the value received. 
Cost Budgeting and Projection 
Incorporated into the management information system at SDC 1 SCANS 
will au.tomatically prepare the t.dget projectic:m. fran the data contained 
on the Milestone Control Forms. The actual allocations will be picked 
up from the Employee Weekly Cost Log1 which is SEC 1 s su.bsti. tute for a 
time card. Comparisons of actual accumulations with projected budget 
will be maie periodically. These will essentially be equivalent to 
SDC 's present budget monitoring reports. 
Contractor Compatibilitz 
SCANS is designed to be integrated 1li th SDC 's accounting system. 
It will generate the necessary accounting data. Sane further breakdown 
may be necess8J.'7 to supply data to conform to oor customers• require-
ments. 
Historical 1'ime and Cost Data Accumulation for Fumre Estimating 
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Uuch of SDC's 110rk is of a nature such that new 110rk consists of 
tasks which are sind.lar to previous tasks 1 1n t the factors involved may 
be ba:aed on a new ai 'blation. The developllent of a new model of the SAGE 
computer program to incorporate a new waapon system might be a eypical 
example. Most ot the same functicms 110Uld have to be performed, but 
new elements would be involved. 
It is hoped that a libr817 of historical actual costs on typical 
milestones can be developed which can be consulted for the pricing of 
proposals and preparation of schedules and budgets. 
Reprogramming 
Until practical. automatic optimization techniques can be developed, 
it is expected that considerable use will be made o:t the simulation opera-
tion. This permits managers to put in proposed plan modification data 
and have the canplete network run with printouts of the effect such modi-
fications would have on the plan. In this mode of operation, there is no 
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change to the original data until the project manager is satisfied 
that the results he obtains are the closest approximation to his objec-
tives. At this time the network is run again with the instructim to 
change the proposal to the plan. Value analysis of alternative pro-
posals can be made by simulation. 
Outputs 
SDC manageJIII9nt has not yet had mn.ch experience in using SCANS. 
Therefore, it is quite an advantage to have canpletely flexible formating 
through the use of the generalized list and other subroutines. The first 
Otltputs will be very similar to :the budget and cost reports management 
now receives. 
Cost of Network Cost :Management 
Initial costs are of two types: first, analysis of operations in 
order to develop systems and techniques and se~nd, implementation. These 
costs are primarily dependent upon hcnr well managers and their staffs 
umerstand and plan their work. The necessary investment to understand 
and analyze corporate projects 11011ld pay off even were the SCANS project 
abandoned. 
The additional cost of obtaining manpower and cost data over the 
cost of obtaining only schedule data is nil, in most cases. In fact, it 
may actuall.y be obeaper to obtain all the infonnation at one time rather 
than to go back later and ask what costs and what manpower are associated 
with each estimate. SCANS will integrate aJ.l data into a single aystem 
which therefore becomes simpler to understand and administer. 
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Communication failure is the big cost. Relating resources to time 
by a single estimate will go tar toward breaking the communication bottle-
neck in business. 
Performance and Re!Ponse 
It is still early in SDC 's experience with SCANS to evaluate per-
romance and reaponse. Being the t,pe or organization it is, it would 
be reasonable to assume that a team will be assigned to evaluate the 
impact or SCANS on SDC' s performance. This team probably will contain 
human factors scientists, operatl.ons research scientists, economists, 
data processors, and an engineer or two. Under this scrutiny, it is 
doubtful that a single shortcoming or SCANS w.ill long remain hidden. 
VIII SCHEDUlE VISIBILITY SYSTEM (SVS) 7 
(AN ADAPTATION OF THE PERT/PEP SYSTEM) 
Purpose of the System 
The increasing complexity of weapons and space systems accom-
panied by relatively' low producticn demand requires a greater emphasis 
on more detailed planning to assure that program goals are met. The 
Schedule Visibility System (SVS) is an improved program planning and 
evaluation technique which is designed 
a. To increase the probability of perf.orming on schedule by: 
(1) Defining clsarly' the tasks to be accomplished and 
their interrelationships 
(2) Providing a means of communicating plans and status 
(3) Identifying critical tasks and potential slippages 
in bi-..eekly reports to management 
b. To aid in evaluating alternate approaches in conducting a 
program 
c. To aid in planning .future programs. 
The information in this secticn is based a1 the technical founda,.. 
tion and procedures of tbe Program Evaluation and Review Techniques 
(PERT) developed for the Special Projects Department of the U. s. Navy 
by Booz1 Allen, and Hamilton in conjunction with the Lockheed Aircraft 
Company. In addition, certain portions of the description arrl procedures 
have utilized information and experience .furnished by the Boeing .A.ir-
plane Company 1 Douglas Aircraft Company 1 the General Electric Company 1 
the Western Electric Company 1 and the Air Force Program Control Office 
at WADD. 
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SVS Concept 
SVS is a mangement visibilit.T tool used as an aid in the success-
ful accomplishment of program objectives on time. Tb9 heart of tl'8 
technique is an extensive network 'Which records and traces interrela-
taonships aDi dependencies of significant events. From SVS analysis 
ot the network the most cri taeal and potential~ critical elements in 
the program are uncovered and pinpointed. SVS is employed in the eval-
uation of various remedial actions, &ch as manpOWBr reallocation, 
elimination of events, redefining interdependencies or events, etc. 
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Application of SVS to a specific program requires that key events 
and tasks necessary to achieve the ultillate objective be defined and set 
down in their proper sequence. Events are clear-cut completion of 
activities, decisions, approvals, etc. Tasks are activities required to 
reach an event. The interrelationship of tasks am events is shown as 
a network. Events are shown as circles and the tasks that must be com-
pleted to attain an event by arrows leading to it. 
A network can be constructed b;y starting at an "end" objective, 
e.g., "deliver first productim model," and 'WOrking backwards. This 
would imrolve the listing of all significant events and tasks that are 
involved in the program, in proper sequence. A partial network in Ex-
hibit 14 illustrates this interrelationship or sequencing of events. 
Drawing the network helps define the job to be done and helps to 
carmnmicate plans. This network shows, for example, that task 14-15 
cannot start until tasks 11-14 and 1.3-14 are satisfactori~ completed. 
One important consideration must be kept in mind while developing the 
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network. The sequencing of events must depict the actual tasks that 
will be followed in executing the program according to the latest plans 
available. As planning changes, the sequence of tasks may change, or 
tasks J118Y be added or subtracted fraa the network. If the network is 
properly" updated it will al"ft'BYS depict tbe program being evaluated. 
The next requirement is that a cognizant person must be aske,d to 
supp:Qr time estimates tor each task included in the network. Time 
estimates are made w.i. thout reference to the calendar or previous sched-
ules. They are to reflect the duration of the task according to the 
individual's plan for accomplishing tbe task whenever the time ccnes 
to perform that portion of the job. Three time duration estimates are 
required for each task. These are the opt.imistic, most likelz and E!!-
simistic times. They are placed on the network task line in that order. 
If the 1A1.me estimates are proper:cy made 1 they will embrace all reason-
able estimates of time between optimistic and pessimistic values. 
Stated in another wa:r 1 there should oncy be a 1 in 100 chance of ever 
achieving the optimistic time 1 or of slipping beyond the pessimistic 
time. Time is stated in calendar weeks. 
Following along in the example previously cited, the times for 
task 12-JJ could be s 
Optimistic 1 1.5 weks 
Most Like:Qr: 2 weeks 
Pessimisticz 4 weeks 
The netwolk 1l'i th its time estimates is then ready to be processed far 
computer handling by the SVS Staff • This is accomplished by placing 
the network data on computer inpu~ forms. A simplified version is 
presented in Exhibit 15. 
In Exhibit 15, the Responsible Department is shown by name for 
clari WJ the input foi'll8 usually indicate department by number. Re-
sources are listed for reference, that is, as to show the basis for tb3 
time estimates. Resource figures are not used in the computation. 
Data from the input forms is fed into the computer system which pro-
duces outputs such as shown on a typical form in Exhibit 16. 
Data outputs processed by' the computer include the following data 
fOI." each talk: 
Expected event timeJ the time one can expect to reach an event, 
Allowed event time J the latest tille for completing an event and 
still :meeting the schedule 1 
Slack or difference bebeen tbe allowed event time for meeting 
the schedule and the expected event time 1 
Probabilit;r of' meeting due date or risk associated with meeting 
the schedule. 
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These outputs are tten used to determine critical paths (paths w:t th 
least slack) for analysis ar:rl reporting. The computer program is writ-
ten to calculate an expected task time (i.e. duration) fttr each task, 
using the formulas 
te• a+lam+b 
6 
where te • expected task tl.me J a = optimistic time estimate J m • most 
likely time estimateJ and b • pessimistic time estimate. 
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Fabricate Inspect & 
Parts Test 
Exhibit 14. Partial Network Example (svs) 
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JOB: Gidget Flight Test #1 
Task Time Duration Respon. Resources 
Event Event 
Preceding Succeeding 
.21?.!. Like],y ~ Men 
-
10 11 3. 4 6 Shop 10 
11 14 .5 1 2 Qual. Cont. 1 
10 12 .5 1 2.5 Proj. or:r. 2 
12 13 1.5 2 4 Subcont. 
etc. etc. 
EXHIBIT J5 SDIPLIFIED INPUT FORJl EXAJlPIE (SVS) 
Expected Allowed Slack Due Probability of 
Event Time, T8 Time, T1 T1 - Te Date Meeting Due Date 
11 4.2 3.8 -.4 
12 1.1 1.9 .a 
.... 
14 5.3 4.9 -.4 
-
16 10.4 10 -.4 10 .4 
EXHIBIT 16 SDIPLIFIED OUTPUT FORM EXAMPlE (SVS) 
Expected variance is also calculated tor each task by applying the 
formula: 
~: {---b--_a ___ ) 2 
The caaputer starts at the beginning of the network and builds each pos-
sibla chain of events from time "now" to the ultimate objective and then 
determines the chain requiring the longest time interval tar the total 
program. This gives an expected t• and so fixes an expected date on 
which each event and the ultimate objective will be reached, based on 
current program pl.ann:J ng. In the process 1 an expected time tor each 
intermediate event to occur is caaputed. 
Using the schedule date tor completion of the ultimate objective, 
the computer then subtracts each preceding te, working traa the ultimate 
objective back to time "now". This enables the computer to arrive at 
Ta' the latest allowable time tor each event to take place and still en-
able the schedule attainment of the ultilllate objective. It is based on 
the expected time required to accomplish all the succeeding tasks. This 
procedure is illustrated in simpl.i:ried form in Exhibit 17. 
The difference between the expected and allowable event times is 
called slack time. Hopetul.ly, there would be some positive slack time 
about each event. It the slack time is negat.i.Te 1 there is an indication 
that some changes in planning or method 01 achieving the objective must 
be found to enable the prograa to meet the schedule. 
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The resulting slack outputs and critical path are illustrated em the 
network in Exhibit 18. 
G 
6 
0 
NOTES: 
Scheduled 
~ [jte GJ 
~~~ 
2.2 
= Event and event number. 
Expected time to reach event (Te)• 
= (Start at earliest event, add expected task times; 
at junctions take latest time) 
Allowed time to pass event (T ) . 
= (Start at end, subtract task atimes; at junctions 
take earliest time) 
l. Assumes due date for event 16 is 10 weeks from start. 
2. Slack is Ta - Te ; the amount of time the task can 
slip and still meet overall due date. 
3· Critical path is sequence of tasks with least slack. 
(Negative slack means time must be made up.) 
4. Variances are used to compute probability of meeting 
due dates. (Computation not shown.) 
Exhibit 17. Illustration of Procedures for Calculating Te and Ta (SVS) 
Critical Path 
-.4 
NOTE: .4 of a week must be made up along the Critical 
Path before event 16 is reached) in order to 
stay on schedule. Do not misread the network 
by accumulating the -.4 weeks. 
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Exhibit 18. Illustration of Critical Path Network Designation (SVS) 
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One computer output lists all events in the order of increasing 
slack time. This concentrates management's attention on areas in the 
program that may tend to limit achieving the objective on schedule. As 
this analysis generally takes place in advance of being committed to a 
speci:f'ic course of action1 management has time to take umer advisement 
those items that appear to be in trouble and take positive action to 
avoid being forced into a crash program at some point midway in tb9 
program. 
To assist management in evaluating the results of the computer 
analysis the computer prograa calculates the probability of meeting the 
schedule for each event that has a schedule date listed. This is accom-
plished by adding the variance far the preceding events am relating 
this variance to. the normal curve to arrive at the probabili w. 
Anal.ysis am Reporting 
Analysis is focused on investigation of critical path areas and 
detailed studies of factors intluencing a few specified events. It 'Will 
attempt to determine the most efficient disposition of manpower and re-
sources. In cases where ccmu.i tments mq be unattainable or undesirable 1 
it will be used to uncover alternate programming routes and events that 
could be deleted without seriously damaging the overall program. 
Networks are updated and distributed by the Staff once a month to 
various responsible technical personnel1 project management1 and various 
SVS Staffs including Division SVS (Program Analysis Staff) • Interim net-
work updating is tbe responsibilicy of the ·recipients of the distributed 
networks. They will be supplied updating computer output sheets 
between network distributions. 
Computer services will furnish the Staff 1li th the required amount 
of copies of output sheets for distribution as specified by tm SVS 
administrator. Semi-monthly analytical reports are prepared for dis-
tribution b7 the Staff within three 110rking days after distribution 
of computer output sheets. The reports will contain analytical studies 
and interpretations ot the output data, a program progress SUJnDJ.al"Y, 
recommendations for f'umre courses of action with regard to project 
progrmmning, am portions of computer output or network sheets as may 
be required for backup. Schedule might be SllJDIIlarized by simplified 
networks or bar marts. Portions of these reports can be excerpted tor 
inclusion in monthl.y' and quarter~ progress reports to the customer. 
Technical report distribution will be the same as the net1110rk sheet 
distribution. 
SVS eDcutive management reports in oral. form might be presented 
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to the JDEu·lbers ot the Operations Ccmai ttee at their periodic meetings 
together with cost and otber reports. These reports could be presented 
by' the Project Manager or his representative. These presentations may 
inc:W.de simplified networks; data 8UJIIID.8ries in the form of bar charts 
depicting program progress and simple graphs illustrating manpower and 
resources aJ.location; conclusions concerning progress toward meeting 
program objectives; and recoJDIIlf)ndations regarding courses ot action re-
quiring major decisions from management. SVS management oral reports for 
a major project could be scheduled on a quarterly basis, although interim 
problems may be brought to the attention of the Operations Committee at 
any of their meetings. 
lX CRITICAL PATH 'METHOD - G.E. 225 APPLICATION 8 
Introduction 
The Critical Path :Uethod* is the latest and most powerful manage-
ment technique tor planning, scheduling am controlling large projects. 
Successful applications which have demonstrated its value include: new 
product introduction, skyscraper construction, factory and plant shut-
downs for preventive maintenance 1 assembly-line planning, and computer 
installations and conversions. Other large-scale projects consisting 
ot functions or activities of diverse complexity, yet contributing to a 
common goall have been managed with the aid of this technique. 
Basically, the Critical Path Method (CPll) provides improved project 
planning and scheduling and a diagrammed display of all project activi-
ties. Thus, CPM provides continuou.s management control tor the project 
duration and pranotes true management b7 exception. 
:Uore precisely 1 CFM provides management 1d. t.h: 
a. '!'he total project duration 
b. The earliest feasible start time for each project 
element or activit7. 
c. the latest pennissible completion time tar each activity 1 
wi tb.ou.t adverse effect on project duration 
d. indications of critical activities. (An activity is 
critical it a del~ in its timing will cause the same amount 
of delq in project completion) 
*Developed by llauchly Associates, Inc., Ambler, Pa., Toronto ar:d 
ontario, Canada. 
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e. determination of the CRITICAL :PATH or PATlB tor the 
project. (A Critical Path is a chain of critical 
activities extending in time from project start to 
canpletion; the sum of activity durations along a 
Critical Path equals the project duration. There may 
be more than one Critical Path in a project) 
r. the amount of latitude or "float" available for non-
critical activities, that is, activities not on the 
Critical Path. (In general, "float" may be considered 
to be the difference between the time available and the 
time refiU!red to complete an activity) 
g. alternate schedules tar project completicm 1fi th dif-
ferent durat,:Lons am costs, each cost being the least 
possible for that duration. 
MiniDmm requiremnts for performing a complete CPM analysis are: 
a. knowledge of all elements or activities required for 
project completion 
b. normal and accelerated (or crash) times for each activity 
c. normal and arash costs for each activi t.Y 
d. an arrow diagram showing the relationship of all acti vi-
tie•• ArrOfl diagraming techniques are discussed in sane 
detail in this paper. 
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Experienced business planners are quick to point out that any activity can 
be dane in a ~horter-than-normal ~- at SCJile sacrifice in cost. 
Therefore 1 the Critical Path Method is desigmd to consider additional 
data for the most comprehensive anal;rsis of aey project. In addition to 
normal durations., the method can also consider crash time for any acti-
vity., that is., the fastest possible time in which the activity can be 
completed., together with any duration between tbese two limits. 
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If crash times are considered tor all activities, CPM provides the 
total minimum project time, that is the ndnimum time in which the project 
possibly can be caapleted. Obviou.sly, not all activities must be 
crashed to obtain this mizUJIIWil time. Some jobs hsve enough latitude that 
they can be performed in normal time without affecting the over-all 
project duration. A technique enabling aanagemnt to positively identity 
such jobs is essential if optimum cost contl'ol is to be expected. The 
Critical Path Method provides such a technique. 
Planning is not complete 1 however, until the cost of alternate plans 
is considered. An intelligent decision on the final implementation plan 
mst include some judgment of its effect on tbe cost or operation. For 
example., it mq be that a project normally can be canpleted in 3 months 
at a cost of $1,000. Management mq know that the min:i.mum time (the all-
crash solution) in which the project can be completed is 2-1/2 months. 
What mq be unknown, however, is that the earlier completion may cost an 
a.ddi tional $1.0 ,ooo. Without this knowledge., it may be unwittingly de-
cided to push for the extra 1/2 month when in actualiV" the $101000 
associated cost, if kn~, would be a factor demanding closer consider~ 
tion. Becanse cost is necessarily one ot the biggest factors in any 
project decision., a knowledge of total costs for any project duration is 
an essential requirement for intelligent decision making. 
To provide tor this completeness 1 users ot the Critical Path 
Method can insert the associated costs tor the normal time and the 
crash time ot each acti:vi ey. When these costs are included CPM pro-
vides management with complete information tor intelligent project 
ana4'sis. 
By providing tor cost anal.3sis CPJ4 becomes a dynamic project 
plann:i.ng tool. The method provides management with a number of altar-
nate schedules 1 each having a total project ti.me somewhere within and 
including the limits ot the all-crash ani all-normal solutions. For 
each alternate plan there is a corresponding total project cost. The 
advantage provided by the Critical Path Jlethod is that it is mathemati-
cally certain that each derived project cost is the minimum for that 
duration. 
Additionally, every CPJ4-derived schedule pr()Vides identification 
of each acti v.L ty 1 as related to the arrow diagram, and for each activity 
the following information: 
a) description 
b) duration 
c) cost arxl duration change it such change occurs (whether 
increased or decreased from previous schedule) 
d) scheduled completion date 
e) scheduled float 
f) earliest possible start 
g) earliest allowable completion 
h) latest allowable start 
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i) latest allowable completion 
j) whether it is on the Critical Path (status of the activity) 
With this information, intelligent operating decisions can be made. 
To manipulate the data required by the Critical Path Method it is 
essential that a cCIII.puter be used for all but the smallest project. 
CPM Concepts 
A fundamental characteristic of the Critical Path Method is its 
recognition that planning am scheduling are two separate activities. 
Planning is "the act of stating what actin ties must occur in a project 
and in what order these activities mst take place"; whereas scheduling 
is "the act of producing project timetables in consideration of the 
plan and costs." 
The planning process begi.ns with the determination of precedence 
among project jobs, operations, or activities and is facilitated by the 
use of a graphic technique 1 the arrow diagram. 
In constructing an arrow diagram, the fol.lowing general conventions 
are observed. 
1. Each arrow represents a single pertinent project element or 
activit¥. 
2. Arrmr length is governed only b7 convenience and clarity; it 
is not imicative of the importance or the duration of the 
activity. 
3. Arrow direction indicates time progression only; the arrow head 
shows the completion point for its related activity • 
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4. Arrow junctions, indicated by circles, are called events 
and signity the beginning and/ar termination of activities. 
5. Only the relative positions of arrows with coDBilon junctions 
have significance. Arrows originating at a junction indi-
cate activities that can begin only after all activities 
(arrows} terminating at that junction have been completed. 
6. If' one event takes precedence over another, but there is no 
activity relating them, a broken-line, dUJIIJDY', arrow is used. 
Dummy arrows do not require time or cost data. 
1. Heavy arrows delineate Critical Path activities, once they are 
identified by CAl analysis. 
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a. Events are differentiated by numbers within the event circles. 
Each event should have a higher number than the immediately 
preceding event and no two events should have the same number • 
This provides a convenient shorthand for referencing activities. 
Once the plan is established and a proper arrow diagram constructed, the 
next step is to attach time values and costs to each of the project 
activities. An estimate of the normal time and the normal cost required 
to complete the activity, and an estimate or the crash time and the crash 
cost are required. A crash project generally requires additional facili-
ties and resources ard thus is expected to cost more than the normal 
project. 
As a result, an activity cost-time relationship can be shown graph-
ically (Exhibit 19). The two extreme points on this curve represent the 
normal and crash points. In many cases, the relationship is well-
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For the "NORMAL" point, Normal Cost is given as the 
minimum job cost, and the associated minimum time 
is defined as Normal Time. 
For the "CRASH" point, Crash Time is given as the 
minimum possible time, ans the associated minimum 
cost is defined as Crash Cost. 
Exhibit 19. Typical Activity Time-Cost Curve (CPM) 
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approximated by a straight line joining the normal and crash points. 
Fortunately CPM does not require that a complete curve be established, 
because sufficient data seldom exist. Ho-..ever1 if enough information 
is available, the Critical Path Method is versatile enough to consider 
this total picinre. A linear, or piece-wise linear, continuous or dis-
continuous approximation to the actiT.i.ty t.i.me-cost relationship may be 
used • 
.Assume an operation the nature of which is such that only' one per-
eon at a time can 110rk on it requiring a total of 40 man-hours of work. 
Tbe activity time-cost curve is then derived by consideration of pos-
sibilities such ass 
(a) One man works for five 8-hour dq shifts over a period of 
five days. 
(b) Two men work on two shifts and complete the operation in 
three calemar days distributing the work over three dq 
shifts ani two second shifts. Because of shift premiums 1 
the cost is higher than by (a). 
(c) Tlree men "WOrk on three shifts and complete the job in two 
calendar days distributing tba -..ork over two day shifts 1 two 
secmd shifts, and one third shift. The cost incurred is 
even higher than before • 
(d) More than three men "WOrk. '!'he costs "skyrocket," but the 
calendar time can not be less than two calendar days. 
(e) One man drags out the job for more than five calendar days 
due to incomplete instructions, communication faults, etc. 
Cost rises, time increases, but only 40 man-hours of work are 
effectively completed. 
Generally 1 there are two more pieces of information available at 
the planning stage of the project; the earliest possible time that the 
over-all project can be started and the desired time that the project 
should be completed. 
With the above information available, CPII techniques can be applied 
to process the data. Alternate schedules are generated showing the 
earliest and latest starting and completion times for each activity., 
along w.i. th the earliest time for project completion at the lowest pos-
·sible cost. 
In addition, the critical activities are identified. As mentioned 
earlier, delay in a critical activit7 results in a corresponding delay 
in the completion of the total project. Each critical activity must be 
started and canpleted at specific points in time and requires the most 
attention it the schedule is to be proper]1' implemntede 
Most projects with any degree of complexity ll:i.ll contain both 
critical and non-critical activities which must be perfol"DJ3d in proper 
sequence to complete a project. Some ac1'oivities mq be performed simul-
taneous:cyj others mq not be initiated until certain related activities 
are completed. Plotting tbe activities according to the arrow diagram-
ming technique results in a depiction of the project as a collection of 
serial and parallel paths fran project start to finish. 
Critical Paths represent the sequence of activities requiring the 
longest time for ~oject completion. After cost/time data is assigned 
to each activity., the Critical Path ar Paths are irxlicated by marking 
each critical activit7 with heavier lines than the non-critical activi-
ties. 
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Critical activities have been defined as those 'Which, it delayed, 
'Will cause a corresponding delay in project completion. Conversely 1 non-
critical. activities mq experience limited amounts or delay or accelera-
tion in start and completion time without affecting project completion. 
The amount or time latitude permissible is referred to as float. It 
float time limits are exceeded, sane non-critical activities can immedi-
ately become critical. In any project arrow diagram, there is at least 
one connected sequence of critical activities from project start to com-
pletion. This is called the Critical Path. To control the project 
properly an awareness or the Critical Path and the amount of float avail-
able in nOD-Critical activities is necess&ry". Both are readily 
obta:l nabla by CPM. The project manager can then devote his skill, ex.-
perience and understanding toward the critical jobs 1li th a ccmplete know-
ledge ot the effect of changes on the onrall schedule. Potential delays 
can be eliminated before they become a costly realiw. 
In ars:r project analysis it is likely that the completion date, using 
all-normal activity times, is not satisfactory. It is desired to know 
whether another schedule, perhaps more costly 1 can be generated so that 
the overall project ttme can be reduced. A normal practice has been to 
apply effort to reduce the time far all activities, thereby reducing the 
overall project ttme. Obviously this is an expensive "ff8'3' to obtain results. 
Instead, it is better to concentrate efforts on those activities that are 
critical, as any reduction in time .for a critical activity results in a 
corresponding reduction in the total project time 1 providing, of course 1 
that this activity lies on the only Critical Path. It tl»re is more than 
om Critical. Path, an activity traa each of those paths must be reduced 
corresponding.q to reduce the total project time • 
Because the objective is to keep the cost increase resulting from 
expediting to a minirmlm1 that critical activity is sought which has the 
smallest change in cost per unit of t.ime saved and consequently costs 
the least to expedite. Once this activi v is found 1 a new schedule is 
prepared showing the new activity ccmpressed to some point between the 
normal and crash durations. Ideally', the new point is one which insures 
ma.:x::imum expediting at a minimum cost increase. 
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Compression of one activity can, however, result in a number of 
other activities turning critical, in which case the Critical Path has 
multiplied and fUrther compression must consider activities along more 
than the original Critical Path. As a result of these compressions, a 
series ot schedules is obtained, each establishing earliest and latest 
start and completion times 1 as we 11 as noats tor all the activities in 
"t:.M project. The Critical Path is identified and the associated project 
cost for each schedule is provided. This cost is an absolute minimum 
for the corresponding project duration. 
The process of compressing schedules at minimum cost increase is 
one which cannot be easi~ accomplished by hand. A graphic representa-
tim of project duration ani project costs is shown in Exhibit 20. For 
each project duration there are many 'Vr'q'S in which the project can be 
expedited, with tm objective of fir:rling the least cost~ wa:y. The curve 
in Exhibit 20 is drnn through the project duration, project cost points 
giving the least cost]¥ schedules. The other points in the diagram depict 
alternative, but more cost]¥, methods of attaining the indicated project 
durations. 
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Exhibit 20. Typical Direct Project Cost Curve (CPM) 
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In industrial projects, cost am reim'n on investment are the 
most COJIIDlOnly used objectives for determining the actnal schedule to 
be used. The relationship in Exhibit 20 is called the Direct Project 
Cost curve. Clearly, there are other costs contributing to the total 
project cost such as overhead, penalties for not completing on time 1 
etc. These additional costs must also be considered before a project 
schedule is selected. Usua.lly 1 these costs vary only w.i. th the duration 
of the project and can be represented by another cost curve, the In-
direct Project Cost eurve. Adding the Direct ani Indirect Cost Curves 
results in a Total Project Cost Curve, immediately providing the optimum 
operating point. This relationship is demonstrated in Exhibit 21. 
The cost balancing problem mq be demonstrated ld.th a simple illus-
trative example. COnsider the problem of placing a new appliance on the 
market for the coming Christmas season. The later the project is com-
pleted the smaller the share of the market that will be obtained. On 
the other hand, the more the project is expedited the more it w.i.ll cost. 
Management's problem. is to weigh these factors and choose the proper 
scheduling alternative. The Critical Path Method provides management 
wi. th precise data enabling the proper selection of scheduling al terna.-
tives. 
/ 
/ 
Project Duration 
TOTAL 
Project Cost 
Curve 
INDIRECT 
DIRECT 
NOTE: The total project cost curve is the sum of the 
Direct Project Cost Curve deter.mined by CP.M 
and the Indirect Project Cost Curve decided 
upon by the user. The optimum schedule is 
indicated by the minimum on the Total Project 
Cost Curve. 
Exhibit 21. Typical Total Project Cost Curve (CPM) 
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X FUTURE OF PERTDn TYPE SYSTEliS 
SUDaary 
The Program. Evaluation Review Technique (PERT) System is a manage-
ment control tool for defini:ng, integrat.i.ng, and interrelating llhat 
must be done to accomplish program objectives on time. PERT is a 
statistical teclmique-diagnostic and prognost.i.c-for quantifying 
lmowledge abotlt the uncertainties raced in completing intellectual and 
phpical. activities essential tor timely achievement of program dead-
lines. It is a technique for focusing managemnt attention on danger 
signals that require remedial decisions, and on areas of effort for 
llhich "trade-offsn in time, resources or technical performance might 
improve the capacity to meet major deadlines. 
PERT has been successfully extended and adapted by various con-
cerns (profit and non-profit) from coast to coast. Such extensions and 
adaptations as, .§_cheduling and Q_ontrol by- !utomated ,!etwork §;rstems 
(SCANS) I .§.chedule !isibiliV .§.Y'stem (SVS) I am Q.rit..i.cal. fath !ethod (CPY:) 
have done much to bring attention to net'tlork-V"Pe management planning and 
control. 
SCANS employs the basic principles of the original PERT. It incor-
porates some additions add deletes SOllle features to the extent that it 
probably should be considered a second generation system. To differenti-
ate SCANS from PERT, tm major differences are that the capabilities of 
ha.nd]jng the factors of manpower loading ani cost have already been added, 
the requirement for three time estimates per milestone has been reduced 
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to one 1 the milestone is considered as an integrated element instead 
of a separate activity and event, aDi the probability factors are not 
used. It might be pointed ou. t that most or these differences have 
been considered for elimination, at one time or another, by most users 
of PERT. 
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SVS is a management visibiliV tool used as an aid in the succesa-
tul accomplishment of progra11 objectives on time. SVS is based on the 
technical foundation and procedures as outlined for PERT. In fact, 
serious consideration is being presen~ given to the thought of changing 
the name trom SVS to PERT. 
A fundamental characteristic of the CPM is its recognition that 
planning and scheduling are tlf'O separate activities. Planning is tle 
act of stating what activities must occur in a project and in what order 
these activities must take place; whereas scheduling is the act of pro-
ducing project timetables in consideration of the plans and costs. 
Limitations 
PERT is still a controversial subject, blt a great deal of progress 
has been made in clearing away the smoke Sllrrounding the technique. Most 
of the difficulties encountered in using PERT result from improper ap-
plication, usually stemming from a lack of understanding of the concepts. 
! few common statements about what's wrong with PERT are as follows: 
1. "PERT is too elaborate." This may '9e17 •11 be true bJr small, 
well-defined efforts w:i. thin a tightly knit organization. The 
basic fundamentals are believed to be simple, however, and are 
not in conflict with the usual planning methods. 
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2. "PERT is too e2nsive. n In an effort large enough to justify 
the use of PERT wi. th computer analyses, a well-run PERT opera-
tion provides more realistic information faster and more 
accurately. I believe that a study of the true cost of obtain-
ing the SBDe information w.1. thout PERT would prove that FERT is 
also more econondcal. 
3 •. "PERT doesn't tell me anything I dcm 1 t already knaw.n This is a 
urious indiciant of the teobnique 1 and it is often correct. 
It can be caused by improper customer or management direction but 
the most prevalent cause is a network that is too narrow in 
scope. The best answer to such a comment lies in extending the 
scope of the network to bring together other areas (such as en-
gineering, quality control, tooling, procurement) which normally 
are not connected to a single plan. 
4. 11It• s a waste of time to do all that planning and estimating. 11 
This reaction shows a lack of appreciation for the importance of 
thorough planning. Perhaps it also indicates a reluctance to 
engage in the difficult work of hammering out a sound, logical 
plan. 
5. "Low level schedulers will establish the plan which I as a 
J!l:!!l8i!r know is not correct. n If the PERT job is passed off to 
the bottom level planner, this 'Will result. The top-down ap-
proach must be adhered to, with all lower level detail fitting 
'Within the frameworks established at the next higher level. 
Responsible managers must know am approve the nett«>rk plan. 
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6. "PERT is just another burdensome administrative requirement 
Fu1nre 
which takes Ill time away from Jill management and technical jobs. n 
If properly used, PERT becomes an extremely effective method of' 
putting the supervis017 engineer am higher levels of management 
back into actual control of' their efforts through planning and 
following progress against the· plan. It llill actually relieve 
these persons of' much of the burden or the planning job, and 
give them more time to apply to the technical jobs. 
PERT is a versatile powerful tool in the science of management. The 
PERT System is or definite use in forming schedules m::l controlling the 
progress of projects even if the tasks involved are of uncertain duration. 
PERT also handles any degree of canplicat.i.on of the order in 'Which tasks 
must be performed. 
The rmmber of organizations tnrning to this system or an adaptation 
of' it is continually on the rise. llhether or not they do this willingly, 
or because of' the implications connected wi. th the controls being desired 
by various GoverilJient agencies 1 PERTing is becoming the fashion of the d81'. 
Many of the major caaputer hardware manufacturers have developed or 
-
are in the process of preparing for consumers of their systems, a PERT 
type package. The system has been programmed far such equipment as the: 
Philco 2000; IBM 7041 7090 and 1401; RCA 501; COO 1604; GE 225; and Honey-
11ell 800. It has been programmed in the varirus machine computer languages 
and other related machine languages such as: JOVIAL, FORTRAN, SHARE 
ASSElffiLY PROGIW41 SEGAP 1 GECOM, and COBOL. 
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The network approach is becaDing more widely recognized as a frame-
work on which to continue to add additional management information, especial-
ly for the massive engineering projects which are becoming a symbol of our 
time. 
Same effort is now underwa.y to use the PERT technique in product 
quality am reliability, but aside from the straightforward inclusion of 
quality control type events and activities on the network, the actual 
measurement o£ reliability through PERT has :yet to be accomplished to 
the satisfaction of operating managers. I believe that efforts should be 
concentrated in other areas 'Which indicate more substantial and obtainable 
returns. 
The PERT movement appears to be developing in two dimen8ionsz 
1. Extension to include specific resources in addition to time, 
which in effect will result in a fairly integrated management 
information system. 
2. Extension of PERT application to other areas of effort. Ex-
tension to include additional resources includes: Manpower, 
Cost, Facilities, Equipment. 
Extension beyond manpower and cost to f'acili ties am equipment appears 
to be possible, but considerable study and design effort must be done 
to achieve that goal. 
The extension of FERT application to add.i tional areas of' effort 
is a t1ro phase situation. First, extension to additional industries 
and types of effort having the characteristics of massive engineering 
projects appears to be straighttorward. Second, extension into other 
functional areas of an enterprise presents very challenging and formidable 
problems. 
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In conclusion, I might briefly mention PRISM (Program Reliability 
Intomation System for Management) which is an example o1.' the new manage-
ment controls covering tlle area of equipment pertormance and reliability • 
PRISM, as set forth by the Navy in the Polaris Program, involves the 
developDEnt o1.' PERT - reliability networks, and associated quantitative 
data known as tie Reliability llaturity Index (ruo:) 1 Schedule Compli-
ance Evaluation (SCE) 1 Technical Quality Evaluation (TQE) and Reliability 
Performance Measurement (RPM). The •thodologr by which these data 
are developed are quite complex am would require a detailed analysis 
!'or presentation, but it should be emphasized that PRISM data will 
serve as another input to the PERT System. 
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